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CAUTION 

Westinghouse converters will operate satisfactorily under very severe 
conditions, but the best results from any electrical machine, and partic
ularly from a commutating machine, are obtained only when the apparatus 
is given careful and intelligent attention. 

Keep the converter clean. The finest machines and the most ex
pensive plant may be shut down by accident if they do not have protection 
and care. The insulation must be kept clean and dry. Oil, dirt, copper 
and carbon dust in the insulation are as much out of place as grit or 
sand in a cylinder or bearing. . 

Before installing or operating a machine, read all of the following 
instructions carefully, making note of the parts and points to be observed. 
On account of divergence of construction of the different types, it has been 
impracticable to arrange all information on any one class of machines in 
consecutive order. 

IMPORTAN1' NOTICE 

MECHANICAL RE-DETERMINATION OF NEUTRAL POSITION 
On Fabricated Type D-C. Brush Riggings 

At any time, the following mechanical method for determining the fac
tory neutral position, can be applied: 

With a convenient constant radius, using the two countersunk holes 
in the front edge of the frame as center�, scribe two arcs to intersect on 
the commutator surface between the ends of the bars and the first brush, 
so that the point of intersection is visible when the brush arm is in place. 

If the axial center line of a brush contact surface be made to coincide 
with the point of arc intersection, the brush will be in the factory neutral 
position. The position of one brush arm is thus established and the other 
brush arms can be spaced with reference to it. 
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Westinghouse 
Synchronous Converters 

General Information formers or from auto-transformer balanc
ing coils if the converter is used without 
step-down transformers. The connection 
for three-wire synchronous converter and 
transformers is shown in Fig. 39. 

Commutating-Pole Synchronous Con
verters differ from the old non-commutat(1) Plain shunt-wound converters ing-pole type only in the addition of used in railway lighting and industrial 

Types of Construction-From the 
standpoint of the method of voltage 
control, Westinghouse synchronous con
verters may be divided into three classes. 
as follows: 

commutating-field poles and windings power service for which approximately between the main poles, as in the constant voltage is suitable. commutating-pole direct"current gener-
(2) Plain compound-wound convert- ator. The purpose of these additional 

ers with reactance used in railway and poles and windings is to provide the 
industrial power service for which auto- proper commutating field at all loads 
matic voltage variation over a rela- with fixed brush position. In non
tive1y small range is required. Con- commutating-pole converters the neces
verters of this type are built for 25-cyc!e sary commutating field is obtained, al
circuits up to 1500 volts direct-current, though not so exactly, by shifting the 
and for 6O-cycle circuits up to 750 volts. brushes in the direction of rotation with 
For 12oo-volt and 15OO-volt, 6O-cycle increasing load until the armature coils, 
circuits, two 600-volt or 750-volt con- short circuited by the brushes, are in the 
verters are used in series. Such double proper position with respect to the main 
units are either constructed with a poles. The main field at any given point 
common bedplate and three pedestals (or brush position) is approximately the 
or, as separate units. same at all loads, but since the commu-

(3) Shunt-wound synchronous-boost- tating field should vary in proportion to 
er converters are used for lighting the load the brushes must be shifted 
and power service in which a greater more or less, with change in load, to 
variation in voltage is required than can secure the best commutating conditions. 
be supplied from converters with reac- In the commutating-pole converter the 
tance control. Converters of this type varying commutating field is provided 
are usually built for a normal voltage of with a fixed brush position, by the 
270 volts for both 25 and 60-cycle circuits. commutating-pole winding connected 

From the standpoint of mechanical in series with the armature and carry
construction, standard converters may ing load current. 
be divided into two classes, as follows: With commutating-pole converters no 

(1) Self-contained units with frame convenient means for shifting the brush
and bearing pedestals supported from a es is provided and the brush position, 
common bedplate. when once correctly fixed, must never 

(2) Sole-plate units with frame and be changed. 
bearing pedestals supported from four On all commutating-pole converters 
independent sole-plates. the polarity of the series commutating-

The majority of Westinghouse syn- pole winding is the same as the polarity 
chronous converters are self-contained, of the maln pole ahead in the direction of 
only a few of the largest converters being rotation. 
built as sole-plate machines. Synchronous Booster Converters-

Three-Wire Synchronous Converters- This type of converter has practically 
Any converter or booster converter may superseded all other types for securing a 
be used to furnish direct-current for a greater variation in direct-current volt
three-wire circuit. The neutral point is age than is practicable with reactance 
usually obtained from the middle point and variable field excitation in the 
of the low tension winding of the trans-"ordinary form of converter, or with the 

5 

old form of so-called split pole con
verter. In construction, the booster 
converter is the same as a standard 
converter to which a synchronous 
alternating-current generator or "boost
er" has been added. In general, on all 
of the larger size machines, the booster 
is of the revolving armature type. On 
these units, the booster is placed between 
the converter armature core and the 
collector rings. On the smaller size units, 
the booster is sometimes of the revolving 
field type, in which case it is located out
side of the main bearing, with the 
armature leads carried to the collector 
ring connections. 

The booster field poles are located so 
that a given booster field excitation pro
duces equal "buck" and "boost" in the 
converter no-load voltage. Fig. 3 shows a 
cross-section of a synchronous booster 
converter and Fig. 4 shows the connec
tions of the converter and booster arma
ture windings. 

By varying the excitation of the 
booster, its armature voltage may be 
added to, or subtracted from the line 
voltage and so change the direct-current 
voltage. This variation is usually done 
by hand, but may be done automatically. 
Synchronous booster converters are 
ordinarily built for Edison three-wire 
250 or 270 volt service. The boosters 
used are ordinarily built to vary this 
direct-current voltage 30 volts above 
and below normal, which amounts to 
around 20 to 25 percent possible voltage 
variation. When the booster increases 
the direct-current voltage, it acts as a 
generator being driven by the converter; 
when the booster decreases the direct
current voltage, it acts as a motor, 
driving the converter as a direct-current 
generator. 

In the commutating pole synchronous 
booster converter, it is necessary to pro
vide both series and auxiliary windings 
on the commutating poles in order to 
provide the proper excitation under the 
varying conditions of output current and 
voltage. The series commutating field 
winding has a fixed polarity and provides 
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Westinghouse Synchronous Converters 

FIG. 3--CROSS SECTION OF /I. SYNCHRONOUS BOOSTER CoNVERTllR 

commutating pole excitation that is 
always proportional to the load current. 
The auxiliary commutating field winding 
is used to vary the commutating pole 
field strength to correspond with the 
variation in armature reaction that 
takes place in a booster converter when 
the voltage is being raised or lowered 
with the booster. Since this auxiliary 
excitation is proportional to the power 
generated by the booster in both amount 
Ilnd direction, the rheostats of the 
booster and the commutating pole auxili
ary field windings are mechanically con
nected. The polarity of the auxiliary 
commutating pole field winding is so ar· 
ranged that it assists the series commu
tating winding when the booster is 
"bucking", and opposes it when the 
booster is "boosting". 

Automatic Controller or Auxiliary 
Commutating Pole Field-For any given 
required condition of "buck" or "boost" 
voltage on a booster converter, it is 
necessary to adjust the main converter 
field as well as the booster field so that 
t,he desired voltage conditions are ob
tained at 100% P.F. Once these ad
justments are made a certain amount of 
commutating pole auxiliary field current 
is made available for excitation due to 

mechanical connection of the booster 
field and commutating pole auxiliary 
field rheostats. In order that this avail
able excitation of the commutating pole 
auxiliary field may only flow in the 
winding in proportion to the load and 
voltage being taken from the machine, 
a controller, commonly termed torque 
motor, as shown in Fig. 5, is used. This 
torque motor is mounted on the con
verter bedplate and consists of a shunt 
wound direct-current motor direct-con
nected to the arm of a rheostat having a 
number of contacts. As will be seen from 
the diagram shown in Fig. 6, the arma
ture element of the torque motor is 
connected across the line voltage while 
its field is across the main commutat
ing pole series winding. As torque 
is a product of current and voltage, 
the torque motor always functions in 
direct ratio to the load and voltage on 
the converter, and thus proportions the 
available commutating pole auxiliary 
field current accordingly, 

At neutral voltage (no "buck" or no 
"boost") the booster element is not re
quired, so that the booster and com
mutating pole auxiliary field rheostats 
are in their neutral position where no 
current can flow in either field. As the 

6 

torque motor is connected permanently 
in the circuit, torque is being obtained 
from the torque motor at all times when 
load is being taken from the converter, 
even though the converter is operating 
at neutral voltage. Under this condition 
the torque motor is idling, but no current 
is flowing through the commutating 
pole auxiliary field winding. 

The present standard scheme of torque 
motor control is of the double acting type, 
the armature of the torque motor turning 
through an angle of 1800 in either direc
tion from the neutral point, and the 
torque developed by the motor being 
opposed by a helical spring. This scheme 
provides for commutation protection to 
the converter when line disturbances 
occur that frequently result in inverted 
operation on the converter. 

Adjustment for Automatic Controller 
for Auxiliary Commutating Pole Field
Every torque motor is adjusted to a 
standard for both direct and inverted 
operation before being mounted on the 
converter. After being mounted on the 
converter, some final adjustments are 
usually found to be necessary, due to 
variations in the circuits. In addition to 
various taps being made available in the 
rheostat circuits, it will be seen from the 
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diagram of connections shown in Fig. 6 
that an adjustable resistance connected 
in series with the armature 01 the torque 
motor is provided for making these final 
adjustments in the torque motor itself. 
The combination of this device, with the 
commutating pole auxiliary field and 
booster field reversing rheostats, pro
vides a rugged and positive automatic 
control that insures satisfactory com
mutation under all conditions of load 
and voltage, within the range of the 
booster. 

Care of Torque Motor-One of the 
essentials to continued creditable oper
ation from any piece of apparatus is its 
proper maintenance. While our scheme 
of commutating pole auxiliary field 
control is both rugged and positive, it 
cannot be expected to function properly 
unless given proper maintenance. This 
maintenance in addition to regular 
blowing out with compressed air, con
sists in keeping the contacts of the 
torque motor rheostat faceplate 
clean at all times as well as main
taining a proper pressure and brush fit 
between the contact arm and the 
faceplate buttons. Note should also 
frequently be made as to whether the 
proper amount of torque is being ob
tained for given load and voltage 
('Onditions. For full load and normal 
voltage, the position of the torque motor 
arm should be within four or five buttons 
from the top. This position allows 
sufficient leeway for the additional 
torque that will be obtained when the 
voltage may be increased to full boost_ 

One-Way Type of Torque Motor 
Control-Our oh�er scheme of torque 
motor control, and which is still used oc
casionally on some of the smaller ratings 

Westinghouse Synchronous Converters 
o(booster converters, is shown in Fig. 7. 
This scheme is essentially the sarrie as 
our present standard except that the 
torque motor operates only in one direc
tion. This scheme obviously does not 
provide for inverted operation pro
tection on the converter, and the com
mutating pole auxiliary fields are accord
ingly connected across full line voltage, 
instead of across half voltage as is 
necessary on our improved two-way 
scheme. 

Installation 
The following instructions apply to all. 

types of synchronous converters except 
when they are specifically limited to a 
single type by the context. 

General Precautions-Upon receipt of 
the cases containing the machine or its 
parts, place them in a dry and sheltered 
position. 

Leave cases unopened and undis
turbed u'ltil everything is ready for 
assembling. 

It is possible to do more damage by 
rough handling or careless use of bars or 
hooks to a machine before or during erec
tion than it would receive in years of 
regular service. Bear in mind that the 
armature is liable to damage since its 
own weight is sufficient to crush the 
winding, if it is lowered on or swung 
against a projection. 

Care must be exercised in handling 
and installing synchronous converters. 

As moisture is an enemy of the insula
tion, a converter should not be allowed to 

stand where it can absorb moisture from 
the air or any other source. 

A blow of any sort upon any part of the 
winding, or intrusion in the machine of 
water, pieces of wire, tools, nuts or 
foreign substances of any kind, by acci
dent or otherwise, may cause a break-

C(1f)verlllr 
Ccmmutaim' 

Conwr/t, 
Armqtlll'll 

CfI/1ferl.iiUf orKe!l""'fI 

down or burn out, and should be avoided. 
It is desirable that all synchronous 

converters be assembled, installed and 
placed in operation under the super
vision of an experienced engineer. No 
printed instruction, however complete, 
can tak� the place of actual experience. 

Unpacking-When a synchronous con
verter is shipped entirely assembled, all 
boxing or crating should be removed and 
the machine is then ready for setting up 
and drying out. In cool weather, the 
packing and wrapping shuuld not be re
moved until the apparatus has been long 
enough in the room where it is to be in
stalled to come up to the temperature of 
the air. 

If this precaution is neglected the 
apparatus will sweat and sufficient 
moisture may condense upon the wind
ings to weaken the insulation, and cause 
a breakdown. 

When a converter is unpacked it 
should be carefully examined to deter
mine whether any damage was received 
in transit and if all parts and accessories 
are present in proper condition and 
position. 

Location of Machines-It is of the 
greatest importance in laying Ollt a 
power house or substation that the 
location of the converters be governed 
largely by the following considerations: 

(I) The machines should not be ex
posed to moisture from leaky pipes, 
escaping steam or condensation of 
atmospheric moisture on overhead glass 
or a metal roof. 

(2) They should not be exposed to 
the corrosive action of acid fumes or 
other injurious gases. 

(3) They should not be exposed to 
dirt from coal handling or similar causes, 

FIG. 4-DE\,El.OPMENf OF BOOSTttR AND CONVERTER ARMATURE \VIK1HKGS AXD CON!S'ECl'IONS Flc. 5--AuTO'IA riC CO>:l'ROLLEH rfOUQVE �10TOR) FOR SIJt;�T 
COM70IUTAtl:\:G POLE FIELD 
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FIG. 6-WIRING DIAGRAM OF STANDARD BOOSTER CoNVERTER 

Solid lines indicate connections completed within the apparatus. Dotted lines indicate connections to be furnished apart from apparatUl!. 

Note:-Polaritll of commutating pole auxiliary field to be same as that of commutating pole series field when booster is lowering D-C. voltage. 

(4) Since the total temperature, and 
consequently the capacity of the ma
chine, depends upon the temperature of 
the surrounding air, it is evident that 
the location should be in a room as cool 
and well ventilated as is consistent 
with proper protection from dirt and 
moisture. 

(5) The position of the converter 
should always be such that the commu
tator and collector rings, which require 
special attention, are readily accessible 
for inspection. 

(6) The location of machines over a 
well ventilated pit is essential from the 
standpoint of accessibility, as well as the 
benefit obtained from longer life that ob

�ious1y accompanies a cool operating ma
chine. 

Foundations--Wherever possible, solid 
masonry or concrete piers should be 
used so as to prevent vibration and min
imize the wear on the bearings and 
brushes. 

Be sure that the foundation is carried 
down to a solid bottom, or ismadeof suffi
cient area to prevent sinking or displace
ment under the load it is expected to 
support. 

A competent engineer who is familiar 
with local conditions should lay out this 
part of the work. 

Care should be taken that all pits in "See Power Eng. data letter III 13 for 
the concrete are properly drained and reference". The entire operation of 
ventilated and that passages remaining mixing and pouring the cement should 
for piping and wiring are easily accessible be carried on without interruption and 
and so laid out that the work of install- as rapidly as possible until completed, 
ing and connecting up will be simplified otherwise the cement first poured under 
in every possible way. . the bedplate may partially set and pre-

Foundations for sole-plate machines vent that poured later from flowing free
must be of greater strength than founda- ly to all parts. When the cement has 
tions for the corresponding self-contained hardened sufficiently, remove the surplus 
unit. from the outside and smooth up the 

Erection of Bedplate Type Units-- joint under the bedplate. 
(1) Set the bedplate on its founda-

t' d I I't b ed' All I 
(2) Place the lower half of the frame 

Ion an eve 1 y W gmg. arge 
and the bearing pedestals in position on 

converters require foundation bolts, and 
the bedplate. (In the smaller machines 

foundation bolt holes are provided in the 
the bedplate, frame and pedestals can be 

bedplate. handled as a unit.) In grouting in the bedpIate, care 
should be taken to see that the bedplate 
or foundation bolts do not come in 
contact with the structural steel of the 
building construction. 

In cementing the bedplate to the 
foundation use a mixture of one part of 
Portland cement and two parts of sand, 
or half cement and half sand; either 
will give good results, First mix the 
cement and sand dry, then add water 
until a very thin solution is obtained. 
Construct a dam around the bedplate 
and pour this solution under it, con
tinuing the process until the cement 
is flush with the top of the bedplate. 

8 

(3) Remove the protective coating 
from the shaft, wipe the journals clean 
and dry and cover them with a film of oil; 
see that the bearings are thoroughly 
cleansed of grit or dust and cover them 
with a film of oil; lower the rotating part 
into the bearings, see that the oil rings 
are in position, put on the upper half 
bearing and see that all rings are free to 
move. Fill the bearings with oil to the 
proper level, put on the bearing caps and 
screw down the bolts. Do not tighten the 
bolts until after the armature has been 
turned over and the operation of the 
bearings found Satisfactory. 
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Westinghouse Synchronous Converters 

For .l-Wire Machines Series Commutating 
Field i. split as shown. For 2-Wire Machines 
i t  mar be split or it may all be on Negative 
side 0 Armature. 

Solid Lines indicate connections completed within the Apparatus. Dotted Lines indicate 
connections to be furnished ap'l-rt from Apparatus. 

Note:-Polarityof Commutating Pole Auxiliary Field to be same as that of Commutating 
Pole S�ries Field when booster is lowering D-C. Voltage. IlIndicates Terminals on Apparatus to 
which Connections from outside points are brought. 

.!Ie •• Comm. Fl<!. AWl. Comm. Fld • lI_to. FloY. 

BF. 8F. 

Sh. Fid. Fixed 

�Fi : Al A Rhooota. 0li'.'..! 
Adl- �o_ By To.que 

otor. ��:-::�� �'::=l 
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FIG. 7-WIRING DIAGRAM OF SUPERSEDED TYPE BOOSTER CONVERTER CoNTROL 

When handling the armature always 
support it by means of rope slings about 
the shaft, taking care that these do not 
come in contact with the end connections 
of the windings or mar that portion of 
the shaft which normally rests in the 
bearings. Any roughness at this point 
would cut the babbitt of the bearings and 
cause undue heating when the machine 
is in operation. 

Never under any c:onditions support 
the weight of the armature from the 
commutator or collector rings, either by 
ropes or bloc:king. In putting the arm
ature into position, be c:areful not to 
scratch the bearings or bend the oil 
rings. 

(4) Clean the contact surfaces of the 
frame and set the upper half of the frame 
in position and secure it to the lower half 
by means of bolts and feather keys. 

(5) Place the two halves of the 
direct-current brushholder rocker ring 
in position. The individual brushholder 
arms are shipped bolted to the rocker 
ring, and the individual brushholders 
are shipped bolted to the arms. It is not 
necessary to disassemble these parts 
and if they are taken apart the difficulty 
of obtaining proper brush position is 
greatly increased. 

(6) Connect up the field and alter
nating-current and direct-current arma-

ture leads. Insert the brushes in their 
holders, grinding them in with sand
paper to as nearly a fullfaced fit as 
possible before putting any load on the 
machine. See Fig. 10 and accompanying 
text regarding method of grinding in 
brushes. See that the brushes move 
freely in the holders and are held under 
an equal and moderate pressure. Con
nect the machine to the switchboard 
including the connections of the over
speed device to the direct-current circuit
breaker. 

(7) Adjustment of the air gap-In 
setting up any machine, great care must 
be exercised to obtain a uniform air gap 
between the armature core and all pole 
faces. An inequality in the main pole air 
gap will cause unbalance in the rotor and 
heating of the bearings. An inequality in 
any of the air gaps,-main commutating, 
or booster,-will adversely affect the 
commutation. 

Erection of Sole-Plate Type Units
The erection of sole-plate type converters 
differ from the erection of the corre
sponding self-contained units in the 
following respects: 

(1) The sole-plates should be set in 
position on the foundations as deter

mined by the foundation bolts. The 
foundation bolts must be accurately 

9 

spaced. The approved method of loca
tion being to construct a light wood tem
plate or frame with the bolt holes careful
ly bored to dimensions given on the blue 
print of the converter outline drawing. 
It is advisable to have these bolts 
surrounded by iron pipes of proper 
length and with inside diameter some
what larger than bolts set in the founda
tion, with openings in the masonry 
to allow access to the nuts at their 
lower ends in case renewals become nec
essary. The slight flexibility of posi
tion permitted by this pipe construc
tion is often of great convenience in 
the final lining up of the sole-plate. 

(2) After levelling, the sole-plates 
should be finally cemented to the foun
dation. 

(3) After placing the lower half of the 
frame and rocker ring, the pedestal bear

ings and armature in position, locate the 

frame. 

(4) Adjustment of the air gap-Ad
just the air-gap horizontally by shifting 
the frame, and vertically by means of the 
raising screws provided in the frame foot. 

When the proper adjustment is obtained, 
insert thin sheet-steel liners of the neces
sary total thickness between the frame 
feet and sole-plates. During this opera

tion gauge the gap at different points on 
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the front and back of the machine by 
inserting a small metal or wooden wedge 
in the air-gap and noting the distance 
to which this wedge enters. 

Drying Out Insulation-If the arma
ture or field coils have been exposed to 
low temperatures during shipment or 
storage, they should be allowed to come 
up gradually to room temperature before 
they are unpacked. If the windings have 
become damp either in this manner or 
through exposure to snow or rain, they 
must be dried out by any of the following 
methods: 

(1) Block the rotor so that it cannot 
turn, raise the direct-current brushes, 
short-circuit the shunt field and apply 
approximately 1 0  percent of the normal 
alternating-current voltage to the coHec
tor rings. The standard Westinghouse 
transformers are usuaHy provided with 
taps, from between which a suitable low 
voltage may be obtained. 

(2) Drive the converter from some 
external source, such as a separately 
belted motor, after raising the collector 
brushes and short circuiting the arma
ture on the direct-current side, using a 
very weak field excitation. If the con
verter is shunt wound, low-voltage separ
ate excitation must be employed; if com
pound wound the armature may be short 
circuited through the series field coils. 

Synchronous converters are very 
sensitive when operated as series ma
chines and there is danger of generating 
an excessive current. Consequently this 
method should be undertaken only by 
experienced operators. 

(3) The field coils may be dried by 
applying from some separate source of 
excitation approximately two-thirds of 
the normal direct-current voltage. 

There is always danger of serious 
injury to the windings when drying out 
with current since the heat generated in 
the inner parts is not readily dissipated; 
f4rthermore, coils containing moisture 
are much more susceptible to injury 
from overheating than when thoroughly 
dry. The temperature of all accessible 
parts should be carefully observed 
during the drying out process and never 
allowed to exceed 80 degrees Centigrade, 
total temperature. Several hours or even 
days may be required for thoroughly 
drying out large machines. 

Insulation Test-It sometimes hap
pens that the insulation of a machine is 
mechanically injured or exposed to 
moisture after the test at the Works, but 
previous to erection. For this reason, 

Westinghouse Synchronous Converters 

insulation tests should be made before 
the machine is run with load. 

The higher the resistance, the better 
the general condition of the insulating 
material. The insulating resistance of 
the field will be much higher in propor
tion to the e.m.f. of the exciting current 
than that of the armature and will 
usually give little or no trouble. Since 
large armatures have much greater areas 
of insulation, their insulation resistance 
will be proportionately lower than that 
of small machines. Even though the 
material is in exactly the same condition, 
the insulation resistance of any machine 
will be much lower when hot than when 
cool, especially when the machine is 
rapidly' heated. The only feasible way of 
increasing the insulation resistance when 
the machine is complete is by "drying 
out". 

In case a "megger" is not available, 
insulation resistance measurements may 
be easily made using a SOO-volt direct
current circuit and a SOO-volt direct� 
current voltmeter. The method of 
measurement is first to read the voltage 
of the line, then to connect the resistance 
to be measured in series with the volt
meter and take a second reading. 

The measured resistance is then calcu
lated by using the following formula: 

r (V - v) 
R = in which 

v (1,000,000) 

V = voltage of the line. 
v = voltage reading with insulation 

in series with voltmeter. 
r = resistance of voltmeter in ohms 

(generally marked on label in
side the instrument cover). 

R = resistance of insulation in meg
ohms (1 million ohms). 

The method of connecting the ap
paratus is shown in the diagram Fig. 8; 

If a grounded circuit is used in making 
this measurement, care must be taken to 
connect the grounded side of the line to 
the frame of the machine to be measured, 
and the voltmeter between the windings 
and the other side of the circuit. 

Voltmeters having a resistance of 
one megohm are now made for this 
purpose so that, if one of these instru
ments is used, the calculation is some
what simplified . .since r 1 and the above 

V 
formula becomes R = - -1 

v 
A safe general rule is that insulation 

resistance should be approximately 1 
megohm for each 10,000 volts applied 
in testing. 

10 

No new machine should have an 
insulation resistance of less than 1 meg
ohm. 

Insulation resistance of machines in 
service should be checked periodically to 
determine possible deterioration of the 
windings. 

Breakdown Test-A high voltage or 
breakdown test is useful in determining 
the strength of thE! insulation ot the ma
chine. It is made by subjecting the 
insulation to an e.m.f. greater than it 
will have to stand in actual service. As 
this test is in the nature of an overstrain, 
it must be applied with great caution. 
Such tests are always made in the factory 
in line with standard A.I.E.E. ruling. In 
making such tests, it is well to remember 
that the insulation is more easily broken 
down when hot than when cold and that 
the tests should not be made immedi
ately after the machine is started the 
first time but after it has run hot for 
some hours and has a chance to dry out. 
Tests of this character should not be 
made when the insulation resistance is 
low. 

Large machines, when tested at high 
voltage, require a considerable output 
from the testing transformer, as a heavy 
charging current may be taken by the 
machine. The transformer capacity 
required for testing, varies with the 
square of the voltage of the test, with the 
frequency of the circuit, and with the 
static capacity of the apparatus under 
test. 

A S-kilowatt transformer has in gen
eml sufficient output for testing ma
chines up to 4000 kilowatts at a testing 
e.m.f. of 6000 volts. 

A diagram of connections of the trans
former wiring is furnished by the Works 
in each case and this diagram should be 
at hand when the transformers are being 
installed. 

The wiring diagram for any particular 
installation should be obtained from the 
manufacturer of the switchboard. 

500 Volt circuit 
Oo/Jple Pol€! 
O()(Jple Throw Switch 

7iJ ReSistance 

FIG. S-CONNEcnoNS FOR MEASURING 
INSULA nON RESISTANCE 
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Westin};house Synchronous Converters 

Exceptionall'nx:autions must be taken 
in running wires for high-tension service. 
As far as possible, all circuits should be 
out of normal reach and so placed as to 
minimize any danger from mechanical in
jury or from contact with other electrical 
circuits. 

All wiring should be exposed and 
rigidly supported on suitable insulators. 
Lead covered cables for high potential 

are to be avoided unless absolutely 
necessary. When they are used addi
tional precautions must be taken to 
insure proper insulation. 

In laying out the low tension alternat
ing-current wiring and particularly in 
large 6Q--cycle installations, care should 
be taken that the leads of different 
phases of the converter have the same 
reactive drop. Differences in reactive 
drop may be caused by differences in 
length of cables or in adjacent steel 
structures, and may cause current un
balance particularly in three-wire con
verters. Alternating-current leads must 
not loop parts of the frame as currents 
will be induced in the frame and starting 
difficulties are likely to be experienced. 

Phase Rotation-In order that the 
wiring connections between a converter 
and its supply circuit may be correctly 
made to obtain a given direction of rota
tion, it is necessary to know the phase 
rotation of the converter and the supply 
circuit. By "phase rotation of the con
verter" is meant the order in which e,l,ch 
ring reaches its maximum voltage of one 
polarity. 

All Westinghouse converters are ar
ranged for clockwise rotation facing the 
commutator end. With this direction of 
rotation, the phase rotation is from the 
outer ring towards the armature core. 
The sequence of phase rotation is in
dicated by the inside ring always being 
M6 on 6 phase converters. 

Fig. 9 illustrates the standard nomen
clature of the terminals for 2, and 63-

phase converters. 
The sequence of phase rotation of the 

supply system can be found by tracing 

the wiring back to the generating station 
or else by the use of a phase rotation 
indicator. 

With the sequence of phase rotation of 

the supply system known and indicated 
by a, b, c, and a corresJlonding indication 
on the high tension terminals of the trans
former, the sequence of phase rotation 
will then be indicated on low tension ter
minals by Ml, M2, M3, etc. Therefore, 
to obtain clockwise rotation on the con
verter, the connections between the line 
and transformer and between the trans
former and converter should always be 
made by joining together leads of the 
same letter. The mechanical arrange
ment of the leads is no indication what
ever of the rotation, this being deter
mined entirely by the letters. 

When starting for first time if the 
armature revolves in the wrong direction, 
shut down by tripping the oil circuit
breaker and pulling the disconnecting 
switch and change the alternating
current cable connection. If the con
verter is two-phase, interchange the two 
leads of either one of the phases; if it is 
three-phase interchange any two leads; 
if six-phase interchange two pairs of leads 
on the low tension or any two leads on 

the high tension side of Power Trans
former and proceed as before. 

Equalizer Leads-In compound-
wound converters operated in parallel on 
the direct-current side, an equalizer lead 
is required as in compound-wound 
direct-current generators. With ground
ed railway circuits, it is desirable to 
have the equalizer connection made on 
the negative side of the converter. This 
is the standard arrangement in West
inghouse converters. 

(i-PHASE 3-PH,lSl, 2·PHASE 

1120111 116 

11.] 115 
If4 

6-PllASE 

."'ii:.: Phase Diamelrical Connection 
Al1-kl� First diametrical phase M ��M 1> Second diametrical phase M .-M. Third diametrical pha5e 

�\,,'ix Phase Double Dell a Connectiuns M,-M,-M. First Delta M,..M .-M • Second Della 

2-PHASE 

M1-MlFirsl Phase 
M .. M. Second Phase 

FIG. 9-CONNECTIONS BETWEEN WINUING A�D COLLECTOl{ R!!'t;S 
FOR STANDARD SY:,\CHltONOUS CONVERTER. 
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The relation of the equalizer lead to 
the other wiring is shown in Fig. 31 for 
two converters. Note that the equalizer 
is always connected between the series 
field and commutating pole field. 

The equalizer lead should have small 
resistance. It is the usual practice to 
make the equalizer leads one-half the 
size of the main leads. In installations 
where long equalizer leads are necessary, 
a larger equalizer may be advisable in 
order to maintain a sufficiently low 
resistance. 

It should be remembered that in com
pound-wound converters the direct
current voltage is determined by many 
factors that are not present in direct
current generators. (See subsequent text 
for a discussion of these various factors.) 
On account of this the series field excita
tion, as controlled by the equalizer, does 
not directly nor greatly affect the con
verter voltage and load. 

Series Shunt-A series shunt consists 
of a low resistance connection across the 

terminals of the series field, by means of 
which the compounding effect of the 
series winding may be regulated by 
shunting more or less of the armature 
current past the series coils. It may be in 
the form of grids, on large machines, or 
of ribbon resistors on smaller machines. 

In the latter case it is usually insulated 
and folded so as to take up but a small 
amount of space. 

Series shunts are usually furnished 
with all large machines. Provision is 
made in the wiring of all converters for 

the convenient addition of a shunt if 
operating conditions show it to be neces
sary. When converters are operated in 
parallel on the d-c. side a shunt across 
the series field of one machine acts as H 
shunt across all series fields in parallel. 

Main Direct-Current Leads�Jf the 
converters are of the same ratings special 
attention should be made to see that all 
the cables which lead from the various 
machines to the bus-bars are of equal re
sistance. This means that if the ma
chines are at different distances from the 
switchboard, different sizes of cable 
should be used, or resistance inserted in 
the low resistance leads. 

If the converters differ in design or 
size, the difference in potential or drop 

in voltage between the terminals of 
the machine and the bus-bars to 
which they are connected should be 
exactly the same for every converter 
when each is carrying its proper share of 

the load. To secure the best results, the 
total drop between converter terminals 
and switchboard must not only be the 

same as equal loads, but the drop in 
corresponding sections of the connecting www . 
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cables of the different machines should 
also be equal ; i.e., the drop in the positive 
lead from any one converter at full load 
should equal the drop in each of the 
other positive leads when carrying full 
load. The same condition should be 
secured in the negative leads, in the 
equalizer connections and in the series 
field windings. It may be necessary in 
achieving the desired results to alter the 
length or size of connecting cables, and 
occasionally additional resistance is 
required. 

Connections for Parallel Operation
In wiring up converters to be operated 

in parallel on the direct-current side the 
following precaution should be observed: 

(1)  Connect the alternating-current 
leads to the same value of transformer 
taps and run the leads from the trans
formers to corresponding switches and 
converter terminals as per transformer 
diagram. 

(2) Place the direct-current brush
holder arms of the several units on the 
neutral position, and run the positive, 
negative and equalizer leads through 
their respective switches to the positive, 
negative and equalizer bus-bars of the 
other converters. 

(3) See that the field wires are 
brought out to the corresponding ter
minals of the other converters and con
nected in the same way. 

(4) Be sure that the voltmeter lead 
from the positive terminals goes to the 
positive voltmeter bus, and the negative 
to the negative bus. 

(5) In case of doubt as to the relation 
of the phase of the machine and the buses 
the machine should be "phased out" as 
described in subsequent text under 
"phasing out". 

Direct-Current Brush Position and 
Brush Arm Spacing-In non-commutat
ing pole machines the correct running 
position of the brushes is "ahead" of the 
no load neutral and is found by trial. In 
commutating pole machines the brush 
position is fixe4 and the correct adjust
ment is determined at the Works before 
shipment. 

The relative positions of the ring, 
which carries the brushholder arms, and 
the field frame are indicated by a dowel 
pin. With the dowel pin in place, the 
rocker ring can be placed only in the 
correct position. 

The brushholder arms are correctly 
spaced and adjusted, before the machine 

leaves the Works. This insures the cor

rect brush spacing. The arms, however, 

may become displaced, due to subse
quent disassembly or rough handling, 
during shipment. In consequence, 

Wes#nghouse Synchronous Converters 

spacing should be checked to be sure that 
variations of more than Is" do not 
exist between arms, and care taken to 
see that the arms are parallel to the 
commutator bars before the machine is 
put in service. All brushholders should 
be aligned on the arms, with a clearance 
between the surface of the commutator 
and the bottom of the holder of not less 
than h" nor more than 7&". 

Location of Neutral Point-The no
load "neutral" point on the commutator 
is that point at which a minimum voltage 
is induced between bars when the ma
chine is running without load with only 
the main pole windings excited. 

On the present fabricated type of 
units, the mechanical method for check
ing the factory neutral position is as 
follows: 

With a convenient constant radius, 
using the two countersunk holes in the 
front edge of the frame as centers, 
scribe two arcs to intersect on the com
mutator surface between the ends of 
the bars and the first brush, so that 
the point of intersection is visible when 
the brush arm is in place. 
If the axial center line of a brush 
contact surface be made to coincide 
with the point of arc intersection, the 
brush will be in the factory neutral 
position. The position of one brush 
arm is thus established and the other 
brush arms can be spaced with 
reference to it. 
In case it is necessary to check the 

location of the neutral point one of the 
following methods should be followed : 

On non-commutating pole machines 
the "neutral" should be found while 
running the machine as a shunt motor 
from the direct-current end or by driving 
the machine by some external power 
with the shunt field winding excited. 
Use a low reading voltmeter with .5-1.5 
and 15 volts scales preferably. Use two
pointed leads for the meter. Hold the 
points one commutator bar width apart 
on the commutator and move them 
along until the point of minimum voltage 
is located. This method is not the most 
accurate, but is usually satisfactory for 
non-commutating-pole machines. 

For commutating-pole-machines there 
are two methods, either of which, if 
properly used, is sufficiently accurate. 

First-The "Kick Neutral"-This 
method is based on the fact that when 
the field circuit of any direct-current 
machine is opened, an induced voltage is 
generated in the armature windings. In 
case the brushes are in the exact neutral 
position the resultant voltage so gener
a ted is zero. 

1 2  

Raise all direct-current brushes. Ar
range to separately excite the shunt field 
from any convenient source of power with 
a quick-break switch in the circuit. If 
line voltage is used, a resistance or lamp 
bank should be used in series with the 
field circuit to give a small current in the 
field. A low reading voltmeter should be 
used for measuring deflections. 

Determine the proper commutator bar 
pitch for the machine. If, for instance, 
the machine has 16 bars per pole, the 
throw for a multiple wound armature will 
be bar 1 to bar 37. 

Hold the voltmeter leads on bars 1 and 
37, in the neutral zone, and then open 
and close the field switch and note de
flection on the meter. 

The deflection, if any, will be only a 
momentary kick. If deflection takes 
place it indicates that the bars being 
registered are not in the neutral position. 

Assume for example, that holding the 
voltmeter terminals on bars 1 and 37 that 
a deflection of 10 volts to the left is 
registered by voltmeter needle when the 
quick break switch is closed. The switch 
should be left closed now until needle 
settles back to O. The switch should then 
be opened and a deflection of 10 volts to 
the right will be obtained, as the induced 
voltage is in opposite directions when 
opening and closing the field circuit. 

Next move the voltmeter terminals to 
bars 2 and 38. Suppose now when the 
field switch is closed a deflection oflO volts 
to the right is obtained, and after allow
ing needle to come to rest, and switch if 
opened, a deflection of 10 volts to the left 
is obtained. This indicates that the cor
rect no load neutral in this case is exactly 
on the mica between the two pairs of bars 
tried. The rocker arm should therefore 
be shifted until the centre of the direct
current brushes is exactly over this neu
tral mica position. 

When equal readings cannot be ob
tamed by moving voltmeter leads ahead, 
or back, on any two pairs of commutator 
bars, it is necessary to tum the armature 

slightly until such a condition isobtained . 
Second-"Running Neutral"- This 

method is based on the fact that if the 
brushes are in the correct no load neutral 
position no active electromotive force 
will be generated by the commutating
pole flux when the machine is mechani
cally driven on open circuit with the 
commutatingwindingsseparatelyexcited. 

Beveled brushes should be inserted , 
one in each arm, and so beveled that the 
faces of these brushes will be wide enough 
to bridge one mica segment. The face of 
the brush must be ground in for good 
commutator contact and must not be 
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Westinghouse Synchronous Converters 

wide enough to make contact with more 
than two commutator bars with any 
commutator position. A reversing switch 
should be connected in the separately 
excited shunt field circuit and some ar
rangement made for separately exciting 
the commutating-pole winding at from 
two to four percent of its normal current. 
The commutating-pole circuit should be 
disconnected from the armature and the 
armature left open-circuited. Use a low 
reading voltmeter such as was suggested 
for the "kick neutral" across arms of 
opposite polarity. Bring the machine up 
to approximately normal speed and by 
exciting the main field, for an instant 
only, in a direction contrary to normal, 
demagnetize it entirely, that i!" until no 
deflection shows on the lowest scale of 
the voltmeter. Any deflection then ob
tained by exciting the commutating
poles will be due to the commutating
pole lIux alone. First excite the com
mutating-pole windings with about two 
percent of their normal current and 
shift the brushes until no dellection is 
obtained on the lowest scale of the volt
meter. Check "the residual magnetism of 
the main poles from time to time keeping 
it at as low a value as possible by de
magnetization as explained above. After 
determining the best location for the 
brushes at this excitation, raise the 
commutating-pole current to about 4 
percent of normal and check results. If 
no difference is found reverse the current 
in the commutating-pole and try again, 
still checking the residual from time to 
time. In some cases higher currents may 
be used, but the leakage flux soon be-

FIG. to-GRINDING BRUSHES 

comes large enough to destroy the sym
metry of the normal field form and in
definite results will be obtained. 

This method, if used carefully, gives 
very accurate results. It may be noted 
that the position of the brushes is at the 
peak of the commutating-pole field form 
and as this peak is rather sharp the 
effect of displacement will be very 
marked. Since the machine is running, 
errors due to brush resistance or to a 
brush resting on mica only, are entirely 
eliminated, making this method pre
ferable to the "kick method". 

Adjustment of Direct-Current Brushes 
and Brushholders-The direct-current 
brushes used in synchronous converters 
are of the graphitic type. This grade of 
brush is practically free from carbon or 
hard, gritty material. Among its im
portant characteristics are,-high cur
rent carrying capacity, high lubricating 
quality, low friction coefficient and 
consequently low friction losses, and 
low resistance drop. 

The absence of abrasive qualities 
makes this type of brush unsuited for 
non-undercut commutators, where the 
mica must be worn down by the brush. 
The low resistance drop also makes it in 
some cases unsuited for non-commutat
ing-pole machines which inherently have 
relatively high voltages induced in the 
armature coils undergoing commutation, 
producing large currents in the low 
resistance brush face. 

The following points must be adhered 
to:-

1. Location-The relative spacing of 
brush arms around the commutator, as 
determined by the edges of the brushes, 
must be uniform. The preferable method 
of checking this point is to stretch a 
piece of paper tape around the commuta
tor, under the brushes, allowing the ends 
to over-lap to some extent. Care must 
be taken that it is smooth and parallel 
with the edge of the commutator at all 
points. Make a fine clear mark with a 
sharp pencil on the tape, exactly at the 
toe of the brush on each arm resting on 
the tape. Some marks of identification 
should also be made, so that after 
removing the tape from the machine the 
arms corresponding to the marks may be 
readily identified. Remove the tape and 
measure the space between the marks, 
adjusting the arms until approximately 
equal spacing results. The difference in 
spacing should not be more than n". 
Obviously, the brushes must be ground 
in as indicated in the following paragraph 
before being spaced. 

2. Grinding in Brushes-The ends 
of the carbon brushes should be carefully 
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fitted t o  the curvature of the com
mutator. This can be done by putting 
the brushes in the brushholders and 
drawing a long strip of sandpaper under 
each brush while pressing it firmly 
against the commutator as shown in Fig. 
10. The sandpaper should cut the brush 
only on the forward stroke and in the 
direction of normal rotation. Copper
plated brushes should have the copper 
plating removed from the brush for a 
distance of not less than 7,i" from com
mutator in order to prevent the copper 
sheath from scratching the commutator. 

3. Spring Tension-The brush
holder springs should be adjusted to a 
uniform tension of from 2 to 2 � pounds 
per square inch of cross-sectional area of 
the brush. 

Adjustment of D-C. Flash Barriers
The d-c. flash barriers (where used) 
should be maintained at n" from com
mutator face. 

Adjustment of Brush Lifting Device
The brush lifting device is supplied with 
all commutating-pole synchronous con
verters which are self-starting from the 
alternating-current side. 

The lifting clip is omitted on one brush 
on two arms of each polarity, so that 
these four brushes will remain on the 
commutator to supply exciting current 
and to indicate polarity. To avoid spark
ing these brushes should be kept beveled 
to ;!.i-inch face. Under no condition must 
these brushes be raised from the com
mutator during starting, as such action 
might cause insulation fallure of the 
windings. 

When starting from the alternating
current side, the direct-current brushes 
are to be raised before the starting switch 
is closed. The brushes are to be lowered 
only after the converter is runninc in 
synchronism on full voltage. 

When two halves of the rocker ring 
with the assembled brushholders are in 
position, see that the dowel locating the 
commutating position is in place ; tighten 
the rocker ring clamping washers, and 
test the brush lifting mechanism to see 
that it has not shifted during shipment 
or assembly. 

For details of brush lifting assembly 
see Fig. 13. 

The lifting clips, as may be seen from 
the cut, Fig. 1 1 ,  are supplied by th e  
brush manufacturer a s  a n  integral part 
of the brush. The rock-shaft, lifting 
rod and other parts as shown in Figs. 1 2  
and 13 are shipped assembled o n  the 
brushholder bracket� and are properly 
adjusted before the apparatus leaves 
the factory. 
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FIG. I I-D-C. BRUSHHO!.DER WiTH BRUSH 
AND LIFTING CUP 

Motor-Operated Lifting Device-On 
remote or automatically controlled con
verters, the brushes are lifted by motor 
operated mechanisms. On the larger 
units, a motor-operated lifting mech
anism is recommended to facilitate ease 
in lifting the brushes in the shortest 
possible time. These devices are mount
ed on the bedplate of the converter as 
close as possible to the direct-current 
brush rig. See Fig. 1 for arrangement 
on a railway unit and Fig. 2 for lighting 
type. 

Adjustment of Alternating-Current 
Brushholder and Brushes-All synchro
nous converters are now supplied with 
the block type of brush on the Altcrnat
ing-current side. The larger size units are 
equipped with metal graphitic brushes 
while the smaller size units use electro
graphitic brushes. The metal graphite 
brushes are made from finely powdered 
metal (mainly copper) and graphite, as
sembled under high pressure. They have 
very low electrical resistance, which is 
va ried in different grades of brushes, by 
the quantity of graphite used. The fol
lowing points must be adhered to: 

I-Brushholder Setting-The alter· 
nating-current brushholders (See Fig. 
15)  should be located so that the bottom 
of the box is never more than Ys" away 
from the rings. All holders are adjust
able so that follow-up of the holders can 
bc made as tIll' rings wear and become 
smaller in dinmeter. 

2-Location�-Brushes should be so 

Westinghouse Synchronous Converters 

in the lip breaking off and causing a 
short circuit between collector rings. 

3-Grinding in Brushes-Metal
graphite brushes are much harder than 
carbon or graphite brushes. They are 
machined as nearly as possible to fit 
the collector ring and then ground in 
place in the holder by passing sandpaper 
between brush and ring in the direction 
of rotation only. When the brushes 
have been fitted as accurately as possible 
the machine should be run with less 
than full load until the brushes are 
worn down to a good surface. It is  ad
vantageous to use more than normal 
tension, during the wearing-in process. 

4-Spring Tension -Metal-graphite 
brushes should have enough pressure to 
keep them in good contact with the ring. 
Under ordinary conditions 2% to 3 
pounds per square inch depending on 
ring speed will be ample to give good 
contact. With a 1 �?l x 1 % inch brush 
this is equal to a total pressure of 5 to 
7 pounds per brush. 

Note-For Further Detailed Instruc
tions as to Care and Selection of Brushes 
on Power Station Apparatus see In
struction Book 5187. 

Adjustment of Commutating-Pole 
Field- The commutating-pole adjust
ment to give the best commutating 
conditions is made at the Works and, in 
general, no reason for changing it after 
the converter is installed will arise. 
However, if such reason should arise 
the proper change in excitation may be 
determined as follows: 

( 1 )  With a low reading voltmeter 
read the voltage between the brush
holder bracket and the commutator at 
four equi-distant points across the 
width of the brush (along the circum
ference of the commutator) when the 
machine is running at normal load and 
voltage. These voltages can be most 
conveniently read by inserting a hard
wood or fibre block in an end brush
holder having four radial holes correctly 
spaced in which the voltmeter "point" 
can be inserted. This is shown in Fig. 14.  

Readings should be taken from posi
tions 1 to 4 in the direction of rotation. 
Take curves under both positive and 
negative brushes for several brush arms. 
See Fig. 16. 

located that the rings are entirely (2) Changes in commutating-pole 
covered by the brush, and so that no strength to secure correct compensation 
part of the brush will overhang the can be made by changing the air gap or 
surface of the ring at anytime. This by shunting part of the current from the 
overhang causes a lip to form on the commutating-pole winding. Adjustment 
unused portion of the brush and causes by changing the air gap is the more 
rapid brush wear. It may also result usual method. In case of over com-
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pensation the air gap should be increased 
and in case of under compensation the 
air gap should be decreased. 

The measurement of brush curves and 
the adjustment of the commutating-pole 
strength should only be undertaken 
under the supervision of an experienced 
engineer. 

The Speed-Limit Device-As a safe
guard against overspeeds, a speed-limit 
device is attached to one end of the shaft, 
consisting of a spring closed switch. 
When the converter reaches a certain 
speed above normal, a centrifugal 
governor m echanism operates the switch 
and opens the circuit-breakers, thus 
cutting off the converter from its source 
of supply. A circuit opening switch is 
regularly supplied with Westinghouse 
speed-limit devices but a circuit closing 
switch can be supplied when desired. 

To Reset the Switch-It is merely 
necessary to move the switch arm back 
to the normal position by hand. This 
can readily be done at any time whether 
the machine is running or not and with
out opening the switch box. 

Assembly of Speed-Limit Device-All 
speed-limit devices are set and tested at 
the Works. The switch box complete is 
shipped attached to the pedestal. Bolt 
up parts i n  place, fasten the trip case to 
the shaft, next push in the switch arm; 
there should be at least Ys inch between 
the switch arm and the trip-case, Fig. 1 7 .  

Adjustment of Speed-Limit Device
All standard converters are provided 
with, a test pulley extension on the col
ector end . When testing for overspeed 
th e synchronous converter can be run 

FiG. 12-D-C. BRUSHHOLDERS WITH LrFTl"G 
DEV ICE AND FLASH GUARDS 
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as a motor from the direct-current side, 
or can be belted to a motor on the pulley 
end. It is important to have complete 
control of the speed during the test. 
Vse a tachometer or any reliable direct
reading speed indicator, but do not use 
the ordinary revolving dial indicator. 

Then test for overspeed; the switch 
should trip at about 1 5  percent above 
synchronous speed. Bring the speed up 
slowly and watch for the tripping speed 
of governor trip l ever. 

Should it be found necessary to reset 
the governor proceed as follows : 

First determine the tripping speed, 
and set the governor and switch as 

shown in Fig. 1 7 .  Screw in the ad
justing screw even with the governor 
case, and give the screw about one-half 
turn inward at each run until it trips 
at the overspeed. Then tighten the 
small locking screw on the side of the 
trip case. 

Before starting each test see that the 
switch arm is in and pull the trip lever 
several times by hand to see that it 
works freely. 

Inspection-Speed limit devices 
should be tested and lubricated at regu
lar intervals as a part of the routine in
spection to insure that all parts are 
operative and all circuits complete. 
Failure to maintain properly the over
speed device and wiring may result in 
the loss of a machine. 

Protective Devices 
General-In general the satisfactory 

operation of a synchronous converter 
depends, to a great extent, upon its 

proper application and the effectiveness 

FiG. 13-BRUSH LIFTING DEVICE 

Westinghouse Synchronous Converters 

of the indicating and protective devices 
with which it is provided. 

Application-The synchronous con
verter possesses certain fundamental 
advantages in efficiency, first cost, 
weight and space requirements which 
have led to its almost universal adaption 
in the conversion of power for most 
types of railway, industrial and Edison 
Service.. In applications when the 
synchronous converter has not been 
previously used, there are a number of 
conditions that should be given consid
eration in order that the converter may 
not be applied in a field or under operat
ing conditions, that would be detrimental 
to its satisfactory performance. 

Synchronolls converters should not 
be used at the end of a long trans
mission line or any other location where 
the alternating-current voltage is sub
ject to sudden and frequent fluctuations, 
such as surges resl1lting from faults, 

switching operations, or quick changes 
of load. If synchronous condensers 
are operated in the vicinity of the sub
station, synchronous converter per
formance will usually be quite satis
factory, insofar as it is affected by 
alternating·current system conditions. 
If the impedance drop of the trans
mission system is excessive, the opera
tion of synchronous equipment in general 
will not be satisfactory. 

The load characteristics of the direct
current system should be thoroughly 
analyzed to determine whether or not 
the load swings are of frequent occur
rence and of sufficient magnitude to 
exceed the momentary mmmutating 

Bracket 
Insulation 
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FIG. 14 

capacity of the converter. Frequent 
heavy load swings, such as occur in 
certain types of railway and mining 
service, impose a very heavy cycle of 
operation on a converter. Proper main
tenance and inspection are essential for 
satisfactory performance of the current 
collecting elements. The ability of a 
converter to withstand heavy load 
swings and short circuits is determined 

to a great extent by the condition in 
which the commutating parts are main

tained. 

As in any synchronous machine, the 
converter carries load by virtue of its 
rotor dropping back in its phase posi
tion an amount sufficient to pass the 
necessary load current through the 
impedance of its internal circuits. On 
large 60-cycle converters, approximately 
seven times full load current causes the 
rotor to drop back enough to pull-out 
of step or slip a pole, if the load is not 
removed in a sufficiently short time 
interval. Obviously, the value of pull
out will decrease as the voltage on the 

slip rings is decreased by the regulation 
of the transformers and alternating
current supply line. A synchronous 
commutator type of machine cannot 
slip a pole under any considerable per
centage of full voltage at the commuta

tor without serious flashing. It is 
necessary to provide either sufficient 

minimum short circuit resistance to 
prevent the current approaching pull out 
value, or a high speed breaker, to limit 
the current and relieve the converter of 
its excessive direct-current load before 
the rotor can drop back in phase position 
sufficient to pass excessive alternating
current through its windings. 

Sudden interruption of excessive load 
or short circuit current with an ordinary 
speed breaker on any synchronous con
verter is conducive to flashing at the 
commutator. The net armature reac
tion in the converter is normally quite 

FIG. IS-A·C. BRUSHHOLDER AND BRUSHES 
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small due to the mutual neutralizing 
effect of the alternating and direct
currents, and the machine constants 
affecting commutation are proportioned 
accordingly. The sudden interruption 
of a heavy direct-current load, with an 
ordinary slow speed breaker, is followed 
by the flow of a correspondingly large 
alternating-current tending to restore 
the rotor to its no load phase position. 
The alternating-current, flowing alone 
in the windings, produces a large un
compensated armature reaction, with 
consequent field distortion, excessive 
short circuit currents under the brushes 
and high voltage between adjacent 
commutator bars, that result in heavy 
sparking or flashing. In m0st cases of 
flash over, the converter should be re
moved from service until the com
mutator is smoothed, and all brush 
rigging thoroughly cleaned to remove 
all carbonized particles. 

It has been found that in most 600-
volt interurban and street railway serv
ice, satisfactorily overall performance 
of machine can be insured by providing 
a definite minimum value of short 
circuit resistance. The maximum short 
circuit current due to system faults is 
thus limited to a value which can be 
safely commutated during the period 
required for the opening of an ordinary 
breaker or contactor of normal opening 
speed. The most common method of 
providing this resistance is to extend 
each feeder a sufficient distance from 
the substation before connecting to the 
trolley system. In a few cases where 
the trolley wire in itself possesses suffi
cient conductivity, it may be desirable 

-z 
A Shows Overcompeuatioa B .. Correct Compeuatioa C .. Uadercompeuatiou 

Westinghouse Synchronous Converters 

to use grid resistance rather than to in
stall a length of feeder copper which 
would otherwise be unnecessary. It  
is  difficult, i f  not impossible, to specify a 
minimum value of resistance which in 
conjunction with low speed breakers 
will prove satisfactory on all systems. 
Any synchronous converter, not pro
vided with high speed breaker pro
tection will flashover on dead short 
circuit. The minimum resistance of the 
feeder circuit to the first point con
nected to the trolley, should be as low 
as i<; consistent with overall satisfactory 
performance under the frequency and 
severity of short circuits encountered on 
the particular system under consider
ation. Final determination of the proper 
value of resistance will often resolve into 
a methOd of "cut and try". 

The following are recommended mini
mum values of positive feeder resistance 
(not including the negative return 
circuit) for use with modern high re
luctance commutating pole, 60-cycle, 
6OO-volt railway converters. Motor 
generators and 25-cycle railway con
verters will perform satisfactorily with 
the same values. 
Converter Capacity Feeder Resistance 

in Kw. 
300 
500 
750 

1000 
1 500 
2000 
3000 

. 080 

. 060 

. 046 

. 038 

. 025 

. 01 8  

. 01 3  
In  providing the necessary resistance in 
feeders supplied by synchronous con
verters, the stability of the transmission 

line, the switchin& arrangement and load 
conditions must be given due considera
tion. The values as given will limit 
the current, due to the short circuit at 
the first feeder tap, to an amount which 
can be safely earned by the machine 
over the period of operation of a breaker 
of ordinary speed. However, if this 
current is totally interrupted by a single 
operation, the unit will in many cases 
flash over because qf the subsequent lack 
of any commutating field, to neutralize 
the excessive alternating-current which 
continues to flow in the windings. 

Properly arranged switching equip
ments so designed that the converter 
is relieved of the short circuit current 
in two steps is vety effective in pre
venting flashing. A suitable time ele
ment is introduced in the tripping circuit 
of the feeder equipment, so that the 
current is first reduced by the opening 
of an auxiliary breaker or contactor 
shunting current limiting resistance. 
The opening of the feeder breaker then 
relieves the converter of the reduced 
current by the isolation of the fault. 
During the period between the opening 
of the first and second breaker, a certain 
amount of direct-current is present to 
neutraliZe the effect of the heavy alter
nating-current flowing in the windings 
of the converter to restore the armature 
to its proper phase position . 

The presence of connected load on the 
station bus provides a corrective effect 
of the same nature and, in multi-feeder 
stations operating at high load factor 
may be sufficient. In manually-operated 
stations where the proper switch se
quence cannot be arranged, and where 

Shaft fxtension 

FIG. 16-ARRANGEMENT FOR DIlTERMINING PROPER ADJUST
MENT OF CoMMUTATlNG-POLE FIELD FIG. 17-SPEED LIMIT DEVICE DETAILS 

SEE PAGE 31 FOR LIST OF PARTS 
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the load conditions do not afford suffi
cient protection, higher values of mini
mum resistance may have to be used in 
the feeder circuits to secure satisfactory 
results. 

The recent development of the high 
speed direct-current breaker offers a 
means of protection to the synchro
nous converter from the effects of faults 
in the direct-current system. The high 
speed breaker is an air break switch 
of the contactor type so designed as 
to open its contacts in a sufficiently 
short period of time to relieve the unit 
of its excessive load before. the rotor can 
deliver up its stored energy and drop 
back in phase position sufficiently to pass 
excessive alternating-current through 
its winding. with consequent unbalanced 
armature reactions and resultant flash

ing at the commutator. 

Protective and Indicating Devices 

To secure the most satisfactory results 
from a synchronous converter it is essen
tial that the converter be properly 
applied and that the switching equip
ment be properly designed to protect 
the unit from such faults and distur
bances as occur in service. Proper in
dicating devices, to enable the operator 
to have a visual indication of the char
acter of both the alternating and direct
current loads, are essentiaf to the 
satisfactory operation of the unit. 

(Manual Substation) 

A-C. Machine Breaker-The alternat
ing-current machine breaker should be 
of the over current automatic type and 
adjusted for inverse time or definite 
time trip, depending on the application. 
In applications where a high degree of 
selectivity is desired between the opening 
of the direct-current feeder breakers and 
the alternating-current machine breaker, 
a non-automatic alternating-current 
breaker equipped with a shunt-trip or 
direct-trip attachment is necessary. 
The impulse to trip the breaker is thus 
secured by the action of sensitive induc
tion type over current relays that have 
definite minimum and inverse time 
element characteristics. 

In general the setting of alternating

current machine breakers may be rela

tively high, and is satisfactory to work 
at any value within the guaranteed mo
mentary capacity of the machine. 

Westinghouse Synchronous Converters 

The alternating-current breaker and 
direct-current machine breaker should 
be electrically interlocked in such a 
manner that the direct-current circuit
breaker will be opened upon opening of 
the alternating-current breaker. 

The undervoltage release should be 
adjusted to operate at as high a voltage 
as is practicable. It is essential, espe
cially for a commutating pole converter, 
to disconnect the unit from the line when 
the alternating-current voltage drops an 
appreciable amoun t, since the restoration 
of the normal voltage presents a condi
tion similar to switching the converter 
from the starting to the running position, 
with its brushes on the commutator, 
under which condition a flash may result. 

Direct-Current Machine and Feeder 
Breakers-The direct-current machine 
breaker should be equipped with an over 
current tripping mechanism in which a 
definite minimum time element may be 
introduced. The feeder breakers should 
be equipped with a series type instanta
neous trip mechanism. Invariably. syn
chronous converters will satisfactorily 
commutate very large momentary cur
rents providing the direct-current ma
chine breaker does not open, while they 
will flash with no greater currents if the 
breaker is opened. In multiple feeder 
stations the selective action between 
opening of the instantaneous type 
feeder breaker and time delay machine 
breaker. is of value in that it tends to 
eliminate flashing due to sudden drop

ping of heavy loads. During the period 
between the opening of the feeder and 
machine breaker, the load current re
quired by the remaining feeders tends 
to neutralize the excessive alternating
current required to restore the rotor to 
its normal load position. In normal 
operation the selective action between 
opening of machine and feeder breaker 
may be sufficient to prevent the opening 
of the machine breaker on faults that are 
readily isolated by the opening of the 
feeder breaker. In a single feeder station 
the time element in conjunction with 
the machine breaker is of no val ue as the 
opening of the feeder breaker ruptures 
the entire value of machine current. 

Overspeed Device - Westinghouse 
synchronous converters are equipped 
with a centrifugal overspeed device 
mounted on an e)(tension of the main 
shaft. The overspeed device must be in
terlocked with the alternating-current 
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machine breaker in such a manner as to 
cause opening of the alternating-current 
breaker in event the unit is subjected 
to overspeed. The alternating-current 
and direct-current machine breakers 
are so interlocked electrically that the 
unit is disconnected from both the 
alternating-current and direct-current 
system upon functioning of the over
speed device. 

Direct-Current Reverse Power Pr0-
tection-Directional power relay must 
be provided to prevent motoring from 
the direct-current end in event of 
failure of the alternating-current supply 
voltage or to the bus voltage rising above 
the machine voltage. 

Reverse power protection must be 
secured by a sensitive type relay capable 
of withstanding full power flow in the 
positive direction and of sufficient sensi
tivity to close its contacts on the flow of a 
small percentage of reverse power. The 
relay should be adjusted so as to close 
its contacts on a value of reverse current 
sufficient to cause the converter to run 
idle as a direct-current motor. The 
operating contacts of the reverse power 
relay must be interlocked so as to open 
both alternating-current and direct
current machine breakers in event of a 
reversal of power flow. 

Starting with Brushes on Commutator 
-With alternating-current self starting 
commutating pole type of converters 
it is necessary to raise the direct-current 
brushes from the commutator to prevent 
arcing and heavy burning on the brushes 
and brush gear during the starting 
period. I t  is recommended tbat the 
brush lifting mechanism be electrically 
interlocked with the starting equipment 
so that starting voltage may not be 
applied to the converter until the brushes 
have been raised from the commutator. 

Closing the Direct-Current Breaker 
with Brushes Up-To prevent closing 
of the direct-current breaker before the 
brushes are lowered on the commutator, 
after a converter has come up to syn
chronous speed and full voltage, it is 
recommended that the brush gear be 
electrically interlocked with the direct
current-machine breaker to prevent its 
being closed until the brushes have been 
lowered upon the commutator. The 
closing of the direct-current breaker 
with the brushes raised from the com
mutator severely overloads the small 
pilot brushes. which are the only brushes 
in contact with the commutator during 
the starting. 
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Star-Delta Starting 

Synchronous converters up to 1500 or 
2000 kw. capacity are, in most cases, 
started from low voltage taps in the 
secondary windings of machine trans
formers. 

Because of the heavy currents in
volved the starting and running breakers 
required for tap starting of large syn
chronous converters become heavy and 
expensive. It is more economical in 
many instances to employ star-delta 
switching for the larger size units. This 
scheme provides for connecting the 
transformer primary windings in star 
for supplying 58 percent open circuit 
starting voltage, and switching the con
nection to delta for full running voltage. 

With the star-delta scheme, the star 
or starting voltage will always be 30 
degrees out of phase with the delta or 
running voltage. It is important that 
the connections be so arranged that the 
star voltage will lead rather than lag. 
Thus, during the lapse of time between 
the opening of the starting breaker, and 
the closing of the running breaker, the 
armature of the machine should drop 
back in phase position to correspond with 
that of the line voltage when the running 
breaker is closed. Without other timing 
than that inherent to the operation of the 
breakers, the transition from star to 
delta is effected very smoothly on many 
60-cycle converters. Because of the 
larger actual time required for the arma
ture to drop back 30 electrical degrees 
in a 25-cycle converter, it has been found 
necessary to interpose additional time 
delay in setting up of the control circuit 
for closing of the running switch. 

Rheostat Position Indication 
It frequently happens in converter 

substations that the switching and 
control equipment is not in close prox
imity with the converter rheostats. 
In such case, correct rheostat settings, 
for putting machines in service, or 
taking them out can be most convenient
ly determined by signal lamps connected 
to auxiliary contacts on the rheostat 
faceplate. Position indicators are ac
cordingly recommended for substations 
where the rheostats are not readily 
seen by the operator controlling the 
converter. 

I ndicating Equipment 

Sufficient indicating equipment is re
quired with any converter installation 

Westinghouse Synchronous Converters 

so that operating conditions of the 
converter can be readily checked. 

A direct-current ammeter and volt
meter are essential. Recording instru
ments, in some cases, are desirable. 

Reactive volt ampere meters are 
recommended as being the most satis
factory means of indicating the magni
tude of the phase angle between the 
supply voltage and current at the slip 
rings. 

The synchronous converter i� designed 
for operation at unity power factor and 
should be so operated to secure the most 
satisfactory results. 

In applications, such as railway and 
mining, where the substation load varies 
rapidly, the field strength should be ad
justed so as to secure unity power factor 
at the average substation load. In sta
tions with low load factor it is recom
mended the field strength be adjusted to 
produce unity power factor at a value 
between three-fourths load and full 
load. 

Automatically Controlled 
Converter 

Protective Equipment-The automa tic 
switching equipment to control and pro
tect a synchronous converter contains 
rugged sensitive protective relays suit
able to protect the converter under any 
and all operating contingencies that may 
arise. Automatically controlled con
verters are protected from : 

(1)  Reversed, single, or low voltage 
conditions in the supply voltage. 

(2) Unbalanced current due to un
balance on the supply line or due to 
internal fault in the unit. 

(3) Alternating-current overload. 
(4) Direct-current short time and 

sustained overload. 
(5) Overheating of machine wind-

ings. 
(6) Field failure. 
(7) Incomplete start. 
(8) Starting with brushes on the 

commutator. 
(9) Closing of direct-current breaker 

before brushes have been lowered to the 
commutator. 

( 10) Overheated bearings. 
( 1 1 )  Complete opening of fault cur

rent in one step by the opening of the 
load shifting equipment to insert resis
tance in the circuit before opening of the 
feeder breaker. 

1 8  

( 1 2 )  Flash over. In case o f  flash 
over the unit is locked out of service. 

( 13 )  Connection to the direct-current 
bus with the converter polllrity re
versed. A polarized motor relay oper
ates to check the polarity and to correct 
it if necessary before the sequence of 
operation can be ccmpleted. 

Star-Delta Starting (Automatic)-Jn 
automatically controlled converter 
equipment using the star-delta methcd 
of starting a suitable time element is 
inserted in the switching sequence to 
secure proper transfer time from opening 
of the star part to allow the converter 
to drop back 30 electrical degrees before 
closing the delta connection. 

Automatically controlled booster type 
converters for use in Edison or Electro
lytic work are equipped with voltage 
and current regulators. The converter 
voltage is regulated within the current 
carrying capacity of the unit by the 
voltage element of the regulating equip
ment that operates to control the booster 
element. When the current carried 
exceeds the machine capacity the current 
element takes preference and controls 
the booster field to supply constant 
current. 

Grounding Machine Frame 

In no case should the machine be 
"grounded" by connecting it solidly to 
the negative lead or terminal.  Such 
connection renders the machine liable 
to excessive and unnecessary damage 
in case of flashover or other ground to 
the frame, as the fault current is limited 
only by the low resistance of the arc and 
machine winding. 

It is a standard practice with Westing
house equipment to ground the frame 
of the unit through a IOO-volt shunt trip 
coil on the emergency breaker in the case 
of automatically controlled equipment, 
or through a 1 20-ohm resistor Style 
Ifi 204832 for manually-operated equip
ment. In case of flashover to ground 
the current is limited to a few amperes 
by the resistance of the coil and the 
voltage tending to sustain the arc is 
reduced at once to' a low value by the 
drop across the coil. The result is that 
the arc to ground is weak and unstable 
and does little or no damage. The limit
ing 01 the ground currer.t to a low value 
prevents the additional accumulation 
of conducting gases due to the vaporiza
tion of the commutator copper at a point 
where the arc is established between 
commutator and ground. The decrease 
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FIG. 18-60 CYCLE RAILWAY CO,",YERTER SHOWING D-C. BRI,;SH RIGGING 

in vaporization due to the low value of 
ground current, will in many cases pre
vent the spreading of the are, to es
tablish a flash between brush arms. 

The trip coil or resistor should prefer
ably be connected to the station ground 
plate. However, connection to the neg
ative lead is permissible and may be 
necessary when the rail ground is of 
exceptionally high resistance as in the 
case of a dry rock ballast. 

In equipments using the type MF 
flash relay care must be exercised to 
insure low enough resistance in the 
ground circuit to permit operation of this 

series type relay. If connected to the 
station ground plate, the resistance 
measured from the frame to negative 
terminal should fall within the limits of 
two to four-ohms, for all weather condi
tions. If the conditions cannot be met 
the frame should be connected through 
the relay and a three-ohm resistance, in 
series, to the negative lead. 

Characteristic Data 

A-C. and D-C. Voltage Ratio-An 
important fact to keep in mind in con
nection with synchronous converters is 
that the ratio between the alternating-
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current and the direct-current voltages 
is fixed. When a change in the direct
current voltage is obtained, therefore, 
it can only be accomplished by changing 
the alternating-current voltage, as in 
the case of "compounding ," where the 
alternating-current supply voltage is 
varied by combined action of converter 
fields and reactance ;  or by the insertion 
of a booster or an induction regulator 
in the alternating-current circuit. This 
characteristic of the synchronous con
verter makes it quite different from that 
of the direct-current generator, and 
thereby accounts for the difficulties that 
sometimes occur in attempting to obtain 
suitable load division when operating 
converters and direct-current generators 
in parallel . Except in the case of ma
chines specially designed for wide range 
voltage service, it should be understood 
that even when an increase in the alter
nating-current voltage supply is made, 
the saturation of the converter magnetic 
circuit, in a normal railway or industrial 
type converter, limits the over-voltage 
that can be obtained to approximately 
5%. Limitation of reduction of voltage 
possible by change in the alternating
current supply is fixed by the ability of 
the converte:r to remain stable as wel l as 
to commutate, but will in most cases be 
found to be all right as low as 50% of 
normal voltage if the power factor is 
kept at 100%. 

These ratios at no load in  converters 
of average design proportions are m; 

follows: 
Approx. Ratio 

A-C. to D-C. 
Single-Phase, 2 coll ector rings. . . . 707 
Three-Phase, 3 collector rings . . . . 6 1 2  
Two-Phase, 4 collector rings . . . . . 707 
Six-Phase, 6 collector rings. . . .  . . . 707 

(dialTIetrical) 
Six-Phase, 6 collector rings . . . . . .  . 6 1 2  

(double delta) 
At fun load these ratios are increased 

an average of 2 percent due to armature 
drop, demagnetization, etc. 

A-C. and D-C. Current Ratios-On the 
basis of direct-current amperes being 
1 .00 the corresponding alternating
current amperes are shown approxi
mately in the following table: 

A-C. Amperes 
per Ring 

Single-phase . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ .  . . . 1 . 50 
Two-phase . . . _ . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  . 75 
Three-phase . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . 1 . 00 
Six-phase. . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . 50 

Effect of Power Factor on Armature 
Heating-The effective current in the 
armature of a converter is the difference 
between the alternating-current de-
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livered to the winding and the direct
current taken from it. The heating 
obtained in the armature of a converter 
operating at 100% power factor is 
therefore considerably less than in a 
corresponding direct-current generator 
of the same current output, being only 
about 59% in a three-phase machine and 
27% in a six-phase, over what would be 
obtained as a straight direct-current 
generator. The loss, or heating, of a 
converter armature winding is not uni
formly distributed among the armature 
conductors, as it is in a direct-current 
generator, but is much greater in the 
conductors near the taps to the col
lector than in the conductors between 
taps. At 100% power factor the maxi
mum loss in any tap coil, for a three
phase converter, is 125% of the average 
loss obtained in a corresponding direct
current generator, and 45 % for a six
phase converter. This difference in 
heating between a three-phase and a six
phase winding explains the reason why 
six-phase converters have been so univer
sally' adopted as the operating standard. 

As stated, these percentages are only 
true for 100% power factor on the con
verter. The heating in converter arma
ture windings increases rapidly as the 
power factor is varied from 100%. 
Thus at 98% power factor the tap coil 
heating is 33% greater in a three-phase 
converter and nearly 50% greater in a 
six-phase, than is obtained when 100% 
power factor is maintained on the 
converter. 

For this reason converters must not 
be operated for long periods with heavy 
loads at power factors other than unity. 
In converters used on railway service 
where the load is widely fluctuating 
some departure from unity power factor 
is unavoidable. This departure, how
ever, should be made small at the higher 
loads by proper shunt field adjustment 
and the converter should be so adjusted 
that 100% power factor is obtained at 
loads between 75% load and full load, 
depending upon the load cycle. Con
verters used on service where loads 
remain fairly constant over long periods, 
should be operated at 100 %  power 
factor at all loads. On booster con
verters, if there is appreciable reactance 
m the alternating-current circuit, the 
converter power factor will vary to some 
extent with varying load and voltage. 
Adjustment for unity power factor is 
accordingly necessary on a booster 
converter if full benefit is to be obtained 
from the booster element. Otherwise 
part of the voltage will be used in over
coming the reactive voltage, which is 
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appreciable in its effect, except at unity field excitation less than normal, and 
power factor. On this account, trans- leading wattless currents, by making the 
formers and circuits for booster COD- field excitation more than normal. 
verters should have low reactance and 
the lead reactance must be balanced. 

When temperature tests are made 
after installation to determine the 
operating temperatures under the guar
anteed conditions, particular care should 
be taken to have the power factor, at 
the converter terminals unity, at all 
tested loads. Failure to observe this 
point will make the tests of no value as a 
check against the guaranteed figures 
since the losses vary so much with vari
ation in the power factor. 

Power Factor Measurement - The 
power factor on a converter should 
alway's be referred to in terms of the 
value existing at the converter sliprings. 
This required the connecting of both 
the voltage and current elements of the 
power factor recording instrument on 
the low side of the transformer wherever 
practicable. On the large size heavy 
current machines the inductive stray 
field interference obtained on the low 
tension leads so affects the current 
transformer to which the meter is con
nected that the readings are unreliable. 
I t has accordingly become standard 
practice on the larger sizes of units to 
connect the voltage element of the meter 
on the low side of the transformer and 
the current element on the high side. 
This arrangement affords a reliable 
record of the power factor being ob
tained and is actually a true reading of 
the converter power factor with the 
exception of the magnetizing element in 
the transformer. 

Compounding-When reactance in the 
supply circuit of a converter, the voltage 
at the collector rings may be varied 
through a small range by changing the 
power factor. The phase relation be
tween the current and voltage in the 
alternating-current supply is changed by 
varying the excitation of the converter 
field. In a compound wound converter 
this change in power factor is automati
cally accomplished by the combined 
action of the series field winding and 
the reactance in the circuit. While the 
arrangement of field windings is the 
same as in the compound-wound direct
current generator, the theory and action 
are entirely different. With lagging 
wattless currents the voltage across the 
reactance subtracts from the line voltage 
and at leading wattless currents it adds 
to the line voltage. At unity power 
factor the effect of the reactance voltage 
is practically negligible. Lagging watt
less currents are obtained by making the 
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It is apparent that the direct-current 
voltage regulation of the compound
wound converter depends on many 
elements internal and external to the 
converter and that the change in voltage 
is limited by the inability of the con
verter to operate itt low power factor and 
heavy load. The range of voltage is 
more restricted and the results much 
more difficult to predetermine than in 
the compound-wound direct-current gen
erator. The voltage range is affected by : 

(a) The resistance drop between the 
point of constant voltage and the con
verter. 

(b) The reactance drop between the 
same points. 

(The values of (a) and (b) apply to 
that part of the circuit between the 
synchronous converter collector rings 
and the point on the supply line at 
which constant voltage is maintained). 

(c) The ratio of armature ampere
turns to shunt field ampere-turns. 

(d) The ratio of series field a mpere
turns to armature ampere-turns. 

(e) The setting of the shunt field 
rheostat. 

(f) The total drop through the con
verter. 

On the average, with constant voltage 
applied at the high-tension transformer 
terminals, 15% reactance in the trans
formers and no shunt on the series 
field of the converters, approximately 
constant direct-current voltage can be 
obtained from no load to full load. 

It is possible to obtain units power 
factor at any desired load with the proper 
shunt field adjustment, but it is im
possible to maintain 100% power factor 
and at the same time maintain constant 
voltage. It is usually not practicable 
to make a converter "over-compound" 
under the best conditions, and usually 
a small decrease in voltage with load is 
preferable. 

Effects of Series Field on Fluctuating 
Loads-When converters carry widely 
and rapidly fluctuating loads, as in rail
way service, the series field should be 
relatively weak so as to avoid sudden 
changes in voltage. The use of a strong 
series field tends to hold up the voltage 
on overloads and thereby increases 
possibility of flashing. Series field shunts 
are adjusted at the factory to shunt 
50% of the series field current. Heavier 
series field strength will not usually 
be found necessary except in cases 
where parallel operation with existing 
apparatus may be of paramount im-
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portance. A compound wound converter 
with weak series field approaches a 
shunt would converter in its voltage 
characteristic, and is accordingly more 
stable in operation on rapidly changing 
loads, and less likely to flash when the 
machine breaker opens on heavy over
loads. 

Parallel Operation on the Direct
Current Side of Compound Wound 
Converters-The problem of load di
vision in parallel operation of converters, 
as in direct-current generators, is simply 
the problem of voltage adjustment. 
In the converter, however, there are 
many more factors, determining the 
voltage, as compared with the direct
current generator, and the problem is, 
therefore, more complicated. 

The successful parallel operation of 
compound-wound converters requires 
equalizer leads and proper proportions 
between the resistances of series field 
windings and connecting leads, as in 
direct-current generators. In addition, 
parallel operation of compound-wound 
converters is affected by the voltage 
ratio (from high-tension alternating
current to direct-current) by shunt field 
adjustment, and by the reactance in the 
alternating-current circuit. 

With two converters operating in 
parallel on the direct-current side, one of 
which takes less than its proportionate 
share of the load, the load may be equal
ized by one or a combination of the 
following adjustments: 

(a) The shunts on the series field 
windings can be adjusted, decreasing the 
resistance of the shunt on the overloaded 
converter, if possible,  or increasing the 
resistance of the shunt on the under
loaded converter. It should be borne 
in mind, however. that changing the 
ampere-turns in the series field by 
changing the shunt resistance also 
changes the resistance of the complete 
field circuit. This 'change in resistance 
must be compensated for by a corre
sponding change in resistance in another 
part of the series field circuit so that 
the resistance of the total circuit remains 
uncq.anged. From another standpoint, 
a shunt on one convc;rter series field may 
be considered a shunt on both series 
fields, the effect varying only by reason 
of the resistance of the leads and buses 
being added to one shunt circuit and 
not to the other. 

(b) If the relative ampere· turns are 
correct, but the series field resistances 
different, the resistance of the leads be
tween the series field and equalizer bus 
can be changed to compensate for a 
difference in the series field resistances. 

Westinghouse Synchronous Converters 

The resistance in the series circuit of the and converters rarely exists, however, 
converter taking more than its share of satisfactory load division can always be 
the load should be increased. This obtained, even if one or two of these 
adjustment varies the resistance of one elements are not correctly proportioned, 
series field without introducing a third providing compensating adjustments 
parallel circuit between the equalizer are made in the other elements and slight 
and main bus, and for this reason the differences in wattless currents are 
adjustment is less complicated than in (a). satisfactory. 

(c) The transformer ratio can be Parallel Operation of Shunt Wound 
changed. This increases the voltage Converters-The parallel operation of 
the same amount throughout the range shunt wound converters, which includes 
of load and does not change the shape booster converters, is comparatively 
of the voltage characteristic. simple, although , if the inherent regllla-

(d) The reactance can be increased tion differs unduly in two machines' to 
in the circuit of the lightly loaded con- be paralleled it may be necessary to 
verter. This causes an increase in insert resistance in either the alternating 
voltage for a given load and is similar in or direct-current leads of the machine 
effect to an increase in the number of having the h igher (more nearly fiat) 
series field turns. voltage characteristic. 

(e) The relative shunt field currents Parallel Operation on Both Alternat-
of the two converters can be changed. ing-Current and Direct-Current Sides
The converter having the smaller ratio of Conditions sometimes make it con
series field to armature ampere-turns venient to connect several converters to 
should have its shunt field current in- the same low-tension alternating-current 
creased. This will increase its no-load bus-bars and the same direct-current 
voltage and cause it to take a greater 
share of the load at light loads. 

Since there are so many variables 
affecting load division it is important to 
make a careful and systematic study of 
the particular case before making any 
such changes. Such a study should be 
conducted as follows : 

(a) Adjust the transformer ratio so 
that at no load and with the shunt field 
adjusted to give equal power factors all 
converters have the same no-load direct
current voltage. 

(b) The series field should be ad
j usted by shunts, if possible, so that the 
ratio of series field ampere-turns to arma
ture ampere-turns is the same. 

(c) The resistance of series fields (in
cluding shunt) plus the resistance of the 
leads from the series fields to main bus 
(positive or negative) should ' be ad
justed so that the resistances are inverse
ly proportional to the rated capacities 
of the converters. 

(d) The reactances should be ad
justed,)f possible, so that the reactance 
volts of the various circuits throughout 
the range of load are equal. If they 
cannot be made equal , the series ampere
turns should be greater in the converter 
having the smaller reactance, to afford 
an approximate compensation. 

It is only possible to have exactly pro
portionate division of load and equal 
power factor (or percentage of reactive 
current) on all converters when all four 
elements-transformer ratio, series am
pere-turns, series field resistance and 
reactance are properly proportioned. 
Such complete similarity in transformers 

2 1  

bus-bars. With these connections, the 
alternating-current and direct-currer.t 
bus-bars close the electrical circuit be
tween any pair of converters and the 
direct-current load division will be 
determined by the relative voltages 
generated by the several converters and 
by the relative resistances of the different 
parallel paths. Slightly different volt
ages in different converters will also 
cause large circulating currents in the 
closed electrical circuit which may dam
age the windings and even burn them 
out. Different converters rarely have 
the same voltage ratio and it is very 
difficult to control the resistances of the 
various parallel circuits, since the brush
contact drops form a large part of these 
total resistances. The conditions be
come worse with converters of different 
ratings or design proportions. For 
these reasons converters must not be 
operated in parallel on both the alternat
ing-current and direct-current sides. 

General Instructions 
Starting and Inspecting 

Before starting any converter the 
following routine should be regularly 
observed : 

( 1 )  The alternating-current and di
rect-current brushes should be examined 
to see that they move freely in their 
holders, and where pilot brushes are 
used, to see that they are all bearing on 
the commutator. 

(2) Examine the interior of the syn
chronous converter; see that no foreign 
material is present and that th e insula
tion is intact. 
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(3) Examine the bearing housings to 
make sure that there is plenty of oil in 
the wens and that the rings are free to 
turn. 

(4) See that the speed limit device is 
in operating condition. 

(5) Open all the line knife switches 
on the switchboard, on the starting 
panel, and pedestals (if used), and on the 
converter frame (if used) for both the 
alternating-current and direct-current 
circuits. The shunt field switch on the 
switchboard is to remain closed in the 
operating position with normal resistance 
in the shunt field rheostat for alternat
ing-current starting and all out for 
direct-current starting. 

(6) On commutating-pole machines, 
if they are self-starting from the alternat
ing-current side, raise all of the direct
current brushes, except the pilot brushes. 

When the machine has been placed on 
the line, examine the oil rings to see that 
they are revolving properly and examine 
all alternating-current and direct-cur
rent brushes to see that they are properly 
seated on collector or commutator and 
are not sparking. 

Alternating Current Low 
Tension Self-Starting 

NOTE-The D.P.D.T. Field Switch should re
main closed in the normal operating position 
while starting. 

When starting booster converters, the 
booster field rheostat must be in the 
neutral position, otherwise �he voltage 
induced in the commutating pole aux
iliary field may burn out the rheostat. 

( 1 )  Raise all D-C. brushes from 
commutator except the pilot brushes on 
commutating pole machines. 

Under nQ condition must the pilot brushps be 
raised from the commutator during starting. 

(2) Close the disconnecting switches 
and the oil circuit-breaker on the high
tension side of the transformer. 

(3) Close the double-throw starting 
switch to the starting position. 

The converter should come up to syn
chronous speed in from 30 to 60 seconds 
and lock into step, indicating this condi
tion by a steady current on the alternat
ing-current side of the converter and a 
continuous deflection on the direct
current voltmeter. 

(4) If the direct-current voltmeter 
indicates a reversed polarity, throw the 
field switch to the reverse position, thus 
reversing the shunt field and connecting 
it directly across the armature. The 
voltmeter pointer will swing back to
wards zero. When it reaches zero, 
throw the field switch to the operating 
position. If the voltage now comes up 
with the right polarity, proceed as 

directed in No. 5.  If, however, the con
verter fails to reverse, and the voltage 
again comes up with the wrong polarity 
the starting switch should be opened for 
a moment, thus permitting the converter 
to slow down somewhat. The starting 
switch should then be closed again in the 
starting position , repeating these opera
tions until correct polarity is obtained. 

(5) When the machine is up to syn
chronous speed and the direct-current 
voltmeter shows correct polarity, throw 
the starting switch to the running posi
tion. The amount of current taken 
from the line when throwing to full 
voltage can be made a minimum by 
slightly over-exciting the field. 

(6) Lower the direct-current brushes 
to the commutator on the commutating
pole machtnes. 

(7) (a) For Two-Wire Service
Close the direct-current circuit-breakers. 
Then close the equalizer, negative and 
positive switches in the order named. 

(b) For Three-Wire Service-Close 
the circuit-breakers in the direct-current 
circuit, and the neutral, negative equal
izer. negative, positive equalizer, and 
positive switches, in the order named. 

(8) Adjust the shunt field to give 
100% power factor at the load and volt
age being taken from the machine. 

Alternating-Current High
Tension Starting (Star-Delta) 

NOTE-The D.P.D.T. Field Switch should re
main closed in the normal operating position 
while starting. 

Under no condition must the pilot 
brushes be raised from the commutator 
during starting. 

Be sure that the booster field rheostat 
is on the neutral position. 

The procedure of the first four points 
in connection with high-tension (star
delta) starting is identical with that of 
low-tension starting. 

When the machine is up to syn
chronous speed and the direct-current 
voltmeter shows correct polarity, open 
the star point oil breaker and close the 
oil breaker connecting the transformer 
primaries in delta. 

There is a difference in phase position 
of 30 electrical degrees between the star 
connection starting voltage and the delta 
connection running voltage. Therefore. 
the time required to open the oil breaker 
connecting the transformer primary 
windings in star and to close the oil 
breaker connecting the transformer 
primary windings in delta should be the 
same as the time required for the arma
ture to drop back these 30 degrees. See 
text on protective features recommended 
for star-delta starting. 
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Direct-Current Self-Starting-( l )  In
sert the voltmeter switch key for the 
direct-current voltmeter. Insert the syn
chronizing switch key, causing the syn
chronizing lamps to burn dimly. 

(2) Close the negative and series 
field short-circuiting switch, if any. 

(3) Close the direct-current circuit
breaker. 

(4) Start the converter by closing the 
starting switch, cutting out the starting 
resistance slowly. If machine rotates in 
wrong direction, shut down by tripping 
the circuit-breaker and opening the knife 
switches and reverse either field or arma
ture connections. Check polarity of wind
ings before putting machine in service if 
any change in connections has been 
made. 

(5) Adjust the speed of the converter 
to synchronous speed by means of the 
field rheostat. 

(6) Synchronize the machine. 
The elementary principle of the 

method of determining when two alter
nating-current machines are of the same 
frequency and are in phase is illustrated 
in Fig. 1 9  in which A and B represent two 
single-phase machines, the leads of which 
are connected to the bus-bars by the 
switches C, and through two series of in
candescent lamps. It is evident that as 
the relative positions of the phases of the 
e.mJ.'s change from that of exact coin
cidence to that of exact opposition, the 
flow of current through the lamps varies 
from a minimum to a maximum. If the 
e.m.f.'s of the two machines are exactly 
equal and in phase the current through 
the lamps will be zero and, as the differ
ence in phase increases, the lamps will 
light up and will increase in brilliancy 
until the maximum is reached when the 
phases are in exact opposition. From 
this condition they will decrease in bril
liancy until completely dark, indicating 
that the machines are again in phase. 
The rate of pulsation of the lamps de
pends upon the difference in frequency ; 
i.e., in the speeds of the machines. In 
cases of polyphase machines, if the 
phases are in the correct relation to each 
other, all the lamps will be bright or dark 
at the same time. If this is not the case, 
the leads should be interchanged until 
this condition is obtained. 

In order to determine whether the 
lamps will be bright or dark for a given 
connection of transformers when the 
machines are in phase, remove the main 
fuses from one machine, or disconnect 
the machine back of the shunt connec
tion, and throw in the main alternating
current switches with the other machine 
at full voltage. Since both primaries are 
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now connected through the switches of 
one machine the lamps will be in the 
same condition as when the main or par
alleling switches are open and both ma

chines are in phase. If the lamps burn 
brightly and it is desired that they be 
dark for an indication of synchronism, 
the connections of one of the primaries 
or one of the secondaries of the trans
formers should b e  reversed. Dark lamps 
as an indication of synchronism are 
recommended. 

The lamps should be adapted for the 
highest voltage which they will receive, 
i.e., double-normal voltage. Fig. 20 
shows the connections for a two-phase 
machine. For three-phase machines the 
connections are modified to correspond. 
For six-phase machines the phasing can 
be most easily done on the high-tension 
side for which condition one of the above 
connections will apply. 

(7) When the lamps or synchrono
scope indicate synchronism close the 
alternating-circuit switches connecting 
machine to the line. 

(8) Close the positive switch and 
olJen the starting switch. 

(9) Open series 'field short-circuiting 
switch, if any. 

( 10) Close the equalizer switch, if 
any. 

( 1 1 )  Adjust shunt field to correct set
ting for 100% power factor at the load 
and voltage to be taken from the con
verter. 

Induction Motor Starting (without 
Current in the Converter Armature)-

( 1) Close the oil circuit-breaker on 
the high-tension side of the transformers. 

(2) I nsert the voltmeter switch key 
for the direct-current voltmeter. Insert 
the synchronizing switch key, causing 
the synchronizing lamps to burn dimly. 

(3) Start the converter by closing the 
switch which controls the starting motor. 

Westinghouse Synchronous Converters 

(4) Build up the direct-current volt
age to approximately the line voltage by 
adjusting the field rheostat. 

(5) Slow down the converter to syn
chronous speed by closing the switch to 
the synchronizing resistance. If the 
speed becomes too low, open the switch 
and close it again in a short time. 

(6) Synchronize machine as described 
under Direct-Current Starting. 

(7) When the lamps or synchrono
scope indicates synchronism, close the 
alternating-current switches connecting 
the machine to the line. 

(8) Open the switches controlling the 
starting motor and the synchronizing re
sistance. 

(9) Adjust shunt field to correct set
ting for unity power factor. 

Induction Motor Starting (with the 
starting motor windings in series with 

the converter armature windings)

( \ )  Close the oil circuit-breaker on 
the high-tension side of the transformer. 

(2) Close the smaller low-tension 
switch in the starting motor circuit thus 
energizing starting motor and converter 
windings in series. 

The converter should come up to speed 
and lock into step as with alternating
current self-starting. 

The polarity of the direct-current volt· 
age will always be correct. 

(3) Close the larger low·tension 
switch short-circuiting the starting motor 
winding and open the switch in the start
ing motor winding. 

The brushes are not raised when this 
method of starting is used due to the 
small current flowing in the converter 
armature during starting. 

(4) Proceed as with alternating-cur
rent self-starting. 

Starting a Synchronous Con.verter, to 
Run in Parallel with Another-

( 1 )  I n starting a second con verter to 

w..pr 

FIG. 1 9-ELEMEN'fARY CONNRCTIONS FOR SVNCflRONIZING Low VOl.TAGE SINGL,,·PHASE 
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be run in parallel with another, follow 
the same procedure as in starting a single 
converter. 

(2) In adjusting the direct-current 
voltage on the machine being put in ser
vice, it is best to under-excite the field 
slightly to keep the voltage low enough 
so that the machine does not grasp too 
much load as soon as it is closed in on 
the line. 

Bearings-When first starting a ma
chine particular attention must be given 
the bearings to see that they are well 
supplied with lubricant. The oil rings 
should revolve freely and carry oil to the 
tops of the journals. The bearings of all 
Westinghouse machines are l iberal in 
size, and with proper care will not give 
trouble. They may, however, be made 
to overheat by any of the following 
causes: 

(I). Insufficient lubrication which 
may be owing to--

(a) Poor lubricant. 
(b) Insufficient quantity. 
(c) Failure of oil rings to revolve. 
(2). Poor alignment or leveling caus-

ing excessive end thrust or binding. 
(3) . Rough bearing surface which 

may be caused by careless handling, or 
the presence of dirt or gritty substances 
in the oil or grease. 

(4). Bent shaft. 

A bearing is usually safe if it operates 
at a constant temperature below the boil
ing point of water, 212  degrees Fahren
heit ( 100 degrees Centigrade). The rapid 
rise of temperature toward this limit, 
however, is a danger signal calling for 
prompt attention. A bearing will be be
low this temperature, and may be safe 
even when hot enough to burn the hand 
held continuously against the outside a 
few seconds. It will seldom be necessary 
to do more than to supply a hot bearing 
with an abundance of fresh clean lubri
cant, making certain that the oil reaches 
the bearing surface. If this is not effec
tive, pour a heavy lubricant directly onto 
thE journal. Keep the rotating part in 
motion enough to prevent the bearing 
from becoming set or "fro�en." 

In normal service the old oil should be 
withdrawn from bearings occasionally 
and fresh oil substituted, running enough 
of the fresh oil through the bearings to 
wash out all sediment. The old oil as 
well as that used for rinsing can be run 
through a filter and used again. A good 
oil filter is a necessity in every plant 
where much machinery is in use. The 
frequency with which the bearings must 
be refilled depends so much on local con
ditions, such as the severity and contin-
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uity of the service, the room tempera
ture, the state of cleanliness, etc., that 
no definite instructions can be given. 
Until local conditions show another in
terval to be more suitable, bearings 
should be refilled every six months. 

Oil-Only the very best grade of 
dynamo oil should be used. In the long 
run it always proves a false economy to 
use cheap oil. If the oil is to be used a 
second time it Should be filtered and if 
warm allowed to cool before the bearings 
are refilled. Even new oil should be 
examined carefully and filtered or re
jected if it is found to be gritty. 

Shutting Down a Single Converter
( 1 )  Open the direct-current breakers, 

thus taking the load off the machine. 

If the converter to be shut down is in 
paralJel with others, shift as much load 
from it as possible by operating the 
field rheostats before opening the direct
current-breakers. On booster con
verters this is done with the booster 
field rheostat. 

(2) Open the direct-current switches. 

(3) Open the alternating-current 
breakers. 

(4) Open the alternating-current 
switches. 

Westinghouse Synchronous Converters 

(5) Leave the main field rheostat in is not possible, the commutator can 

normal running position, but set booster be cleaned after the converter has been 
field rheostat on neutral. put in service, by exercising great care. 

(6) See tha t the synchronizing switch 
keys, if any, are pulJed out. 

Bmergency Instructions-

( 1 )  When converters flash over, or 
the breakers come out from excessive 
current, it is always wise to note the 

direct· current voltmeter before throwing 
in on the line again, as these troubles 
very frequently cause a reversal of polar
ity in the fields, making them build up in 
the opposite direction. 

(2) When the alternating-current 
power goes off for any reason, shut 
down the converter at once, opening 
4111 switches. 

(3) When the alternating-current 
breakers come out, open the direct
current breaker (if not tripped out 
automatically) and the switches and 

then proceed to start as in first starting 

(4) When a converter flashes over 

and is thrown out of circuit, it is best 
if possible to shut down for a moment 

and examine the commutator, collector, 

and brushes and clean up any burrs 
which may have been caused. I f  this 

Caution 
Leave all switches open when ma

chine is not operating. 

When the shunt field circuit of a con

verter is excited, never open it quickly 

unless a path for the inductive discharge 
is provided. The circuit can be opened 

slowly, if desired, the arc at the opening 

serving to reduce the field current gradu

ally. Do not permit any part of the body 

to bridge this opening, or a serious shock 

will be received ;  it is best to use one 
hand only, keeping all other parts of 

the body clear of the circuit. 

Always follow a fixed regular order in 

closing and opening switches, unless 

there are special reasons for departing 
from this order. A routine method will 

aid in avoiding mistakes. Close switches 
carefully, keeping firm hold of the handle 

until completely closed. 

Keep small pieces of iron and bolts 

and tools away from the frame. Any 

such fragments attracted to the pole 

of a field magnet may jam between the 

armature and pole and cause serious 

damage. 
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Westinghouse Synchronous Converters 

MAINTENANCE 

General 
. 

1. The machine should be well blown out with 

clean dry air at least once a week. An air pressure 

of from 60 to 70 lbs. min. is recommended. This 

blowing out should be done when the machine is at 

rest. The air stream should be directed in through 

the spokes of the spiders on the rotating element, 

and through the spaces between the windings on 

both ends of the machine. The machines should be 

carefully wiped off after such a blowing-out, and 

special care should be taken to see that all dirt ana 

brush deposit particles are removed from the current 

collecting parts, especially the risers. 

2. Insulation resistance of the windings should 

be measured frequently, at least, once every three 

months. The readings obtained should not be 

allowed to get below the values recommended by 

Standard A.I.E.E. ruling. This ruling is as follows : 

Machine terminal voltage + 1000 megohms 
KW rating of machine 

When insulation readings below results obtained by 

this formula are shown to exist on any machine, the 

machine should be taken out of service and cleaned 

until the value comes up to this standard. Cleaning 

by the use of carbon tetrachloride, wiping, and 

brushing is recommended at periods of measuring 

the insulation resistance. 

3. A direct-current brush pressure should be 

maintained at a uniform value on all brushes of from 
2 to 2� lbs. per sq. in. of cross sectional area of the 
brush. 

4. An alternating-current brush pressure should 

be maintained at uniform value on all brushes of 
from 2� to 3 lbs. per sq. in. of cross sectional area 

of the brush. 

5. All of the direct-current brushes should be 

gone over once a week to make sure that all brushes 
move freely in their holders. Shunts on the direct

current brushes should always be kept in well

rounded shape and never mashed down, otherwise 

proper brush contact on the commutator will not be 

obtained. 

25 

6. All alternating-current brushes should be 

gone over at least once a week, and each brush re

moved from its holder and the brushes wiped off 

clean with a piece of cloth. The alternating-current 

brush rigging should be blown out thoroughly before 

re-setting the alternating-current brushes in their 

holders, for in this manner only can the dust that 

accumulates in the brushholder boxes be blown 

away. Check weekly for at least .006 inch clearance 

on each side of each brush. Shunts on A-C. brushes 

should always be kept in well-rounded shape, the 

same as recommended in connection with the D-C. 

brushes. 

7. Do not mix brush grades on any given 

machine. Obtaining experimental brush data by 

equipping one D-C. brush arm, or one collector ring 

with a particular grade of brush is apt to be quite 

misleading, due to the effect of the other brushes on 

the adjacent arms. By mixing brush grades on any 
given arm, unequal current distribution is inevitable. 

8. All A-C. and D-C. brushholders should be 

kept as near as possible to within about �If of the 

commutator and collector rings. As wear on the 

commutator and collector make it necessary, follow 

them up by moving the brushholders down to keep 

this recommended clearance. 

9. Always keep the D-C. brushholder bracket 
arms spaced to within l2 " and always keep the 
brushholders on each individual arm in alignment. 

10. When machines are equipped with fiash

guards or barriers, always keep the barriers clean 

and set to within approximately ia" of the com
mutator. When carbonization occurs on the barriers 

as a result of fiashing, a conducting path to ground 

will often be found to exist. Such barriers damaged 

by carbonization should, tberefore, always be re

moved from the machine, properly cleaned off, if 
possible, and if not possible to repair, replaced by a 

new barrier. 

1 1. Keep the commutator and collector smooth. 

Some scoring of the current collecting parts is in

evitable, and therefore, grinding about once a year 

is a �ood insurance for best operation. Keep the 
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Westinghouse Synchronous Converters 

mica well undercut and the bars properly chamfered. 

Keep the undercutting well cleaned out. Whenever 

commutator flashing has been experienced, the 

commutator should always be smoothed up with 

at least hand-stoning, and polished off WIth sand

paper. If the operation is of a severe nature, the 

commutatcr should be ground with a regular grind

ing outfit. 

12. When commutators are ground, this should 

always be done at 100% of normal speed. Stationary 

stone for grinding is preferable to a rotating stone. 

If the commutator bolts are to be tried for tightness, 

this should only be done in accordance with instruc

tions from the East Pittsburgh Engineering Depart

ment. If any tightening on the bolts is obtained, the 

process of alternate heating and tightening every 

3 or 4 days should be repeated until the commutator 

bolts cannot b e  tightened further. When a commu

tator has been tightened, and after no further tight

ening can b e  obtained, it should always be given at 

least two weeks running under normal service 

conditions before grinding. During grinding, the 

copper dust should be collected in some form of a 

vacuum container in order to prevent the dust being 

thrown off into other machines or other apparatus 

around the station. 

13. Always connect to the proper transformer 

tap to give normal D-C. operating voltage at full load, 

and then set the field rheostat to give 100% P.F. 
(reactive KVA zero over the required operating load 
range) . 

14. When motor-operated lifting mechanisms 

are used, they should be tried frequently to make 

sure that they are functioning properly. When brush 

lifting devices, either motor or hand-operated, are 

used, notice should be taken to see that all the D-C. 

brushes lift clear of the commutator when in the 

"up" position, and that all brushes go down on the 

commutator when in the running position. 

15. Check the field rheostats at least once a year 

for open or short-circuited tubes, and always keep 

the buttons on the face plate clean so that positive 

contact (no arcing) is obtained with the rheostat arm. 

16. Keep the commutating pole auxiliary field 

control equipment on synchronous booster conver

ters in operating condition. Frequent sandpapenng 

of the buttons on the face plate of the torque moter 

arm rheostat is necessary to insure freedom of 

movement of the arm. 

17. Check the speed limit device for maintenance 

of its proper calibration, at least twice a year, and 

more frequently if the apparatus is subjected to 

unusual dirt or oily vapor conditions. The speed 

limit device should always be checked after occur

rence of any unusual operating disturbances ; when 

the machine has been out of service for repairs, or 

has been standing idle for any appreciable length of 

time. 

18. The oil supply of the b earing should always 

be kept adequate. Examination of oil rings should 

be made each time a machine is put in service to 

make sure they are functioning properly. The bear

ing caps should be removed and b earings examined 

at least twice a year. If any indication exists show

ing wiping or pitting, the b earing should be scraped. 

19. Keep the oil in the bearings clean. Oil should 

be entirely drained from the bearings and new clean 

oil inserted once a year. During hot summer 

weather, if the temperature of the oil exceeds 70°C., 
it should be changed more frequently, as carbon

ization of the oil is likely at these high temperatures 

Some commutator wear and collector ring wear must be expected on all converters. A liberal wearing depth in cur

rent collecting parts is provided to allow for this wear. If proper maintenance is given the apparatus, as outlined above, 

a reasonable life will be obtained. 
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Westinghouse Synchronous Converters 

Commutator Seasoning aI1d Grinding 
-The satisfactory operation of a syn
chronous converter is as dependent on 
the condition of the commutator as on 
any other one item. It is a well recog
nized fact that a commutator only be
comes thoroughly "seasoned", (the insu
lation baked out and all parts in their 
final set position) after operating for a 
considerable time. Owing to lack of fa
cilities for current loading at the Works, 
it is not feasible, in all cases, to get the 
commutators finally seasoned before 
shipment. It should be understood that 
a certain amount of commutator sea
soning will take place during the first 
year after the converter is put into 
service, particularly if the commutator 
is of large size. 

That the commutator needs attention 
will usually be indicated by its becoming 
rough due to a general unevenness, high 
or low bars, flat sections or eccentricity. 
If these conditions are not corrected they 
will result in poor commutation, over
heating of the commutator, a rapid 
deterioration of the brushes, clips and 
shunts, and greatly limit the machine's 
ability to satisfactorily handle overloads. 

If the commutator is in very bad 
condition, it may be necessary to use 
a turning tool, but for ordinary cases 
a grinding tool, Fig. 2 1 ,  is preferable 
and is recommended. Commutators 
should always be ground at 100% nor-

mal speed. Turning requires a much 
lower speed ; it should not be higher 
than 300 to 400 feet per minute. Before 
grinding a commutator, the machine 
should have been in service a sufficient 
length of time to bring the temperature 
of the commutator up to a constant val
ue of at least 50°C . rise above the sur
rounding air. Mach ine should then be 
shut down and the bolts holding commu
tator "V" ring, shown in Fig. 22, tried 
for tightness in accordance with instruc
tions from the East Pittsburgh Works 
Engineering Dept' If any tightening on 
the bolt is obtained, the process of alter
nate heating and tightening should be 
repeated until the commutator bolts 
cannot be tightened further. The 
tightening of the commutator is all 
done with click wrenches. These click 
wrenches give a click indication when 
the pull for which they are set is ex
ceeded. Our District Service Depts. 
all carry these click wrenches as part 
of their standard equipment, for use 
in tightening commutators. 

Commutators of the so-called 3V 
construction (see Fig. 23) have now been 
superseded by the 2V type of construc
tion shown above in Fig. 22. Reference 
to this 3 V  type of construction should 
therefore be understood to pertain only 
to apparatus now in service. 

In tightening commutators having the 
3V construction (Fig. 23) the outside 

FIG. 22-SECTION OF COMMUTATOR SHOWING LATEST TYPE OF 
THROUGH BOLT CONSTRUCTION 
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FIG. 21-GR1NDlNG DEVICE FOR TI<U1NG 
COMMUTATORS 

(Aux. V) bolts should always be backed 
off slightly, say Y2 tum, before attempt
ing to tighten the bolts of the main V. 
After machine is given its final tighten
ing, it should be run for at least 12 hours 
to reach a constant temperature .on 
commutator of at least 50°C. rise before 
grinding. 

After commutators have been made 
properly tight they should then be 
ground or turned to a true surface. 
Before grinding, the brushes should 
be lifted off the commutator, as the 
copper and stone dust will rapidly wear 
them off. The dust will also become 
imbedded in the brush contact surface 
and later damage the commutator or 
cause poor commutation. The armature 
winding should also be thoroughly pro
tected during this operation to prevent 
an accumulation of dirt and metal chips, 
which may result in an insulation failure 
when the machine is again put in service. 
This protection can usually be best ob· 
tained by using a circular shield of fuller
board, or similar material, around the 
commutator at the end next to the 
armature. This shield can be easily 
supported from the brushholder arms 
and should extend from the commu
tator surface to an inch or two above 
the surface of the armature. Another 
method is to shellac circular segments of 
heavy paper to the commutator necks, 
making an air-tight shield that revolves 
with the armature. A shield of some 
kind should also be put at the front 
end of the commutator around the 
shaft, so as to prohibit any dust or 
chips from being drawn back under 
t.hp. commutator and into the windings. 
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Westinghouse Synchronous Converters 

A vacuum dust collecting outfit is now 
being used quite generally by our Service 
Engineers when commutators are being 
ground. This outfit works on the same 
principle as the ordinary household 
vacuum sweeper. The nozzle is of 
special shape so that it fits close up 
against the grinding stone and collects 
the discharge dust as it leaves the stone. 
A flexible hose permits the nozzle to 
follow the stone back and forth across 
the commutator. It has been found 
that with this arrangement from 85 
to 90% of the dust is collected that 
otherwise used to be thrown off into the 
room and into the machine. 

FIG. 24-MoTOR OPERATED SLOTTING TOOL 

After grinding a commutator the ma
chine should always be thoroughly 
cleaned by blowing out with dry com
pressed air or by wiping out with rags 
before replacing it in service, or by both. 

Emery cloth or paper should never be 

used on account of the continued ab
rasive action of the emery which be
comes embedded in the copper bars 
and brushes. 

In cases where it is desired to obtain 
a high temperature on the commutator 

for seasoning, this can be conveniently 
accomplished by removing the direct
current brushes from their holders 
and replacing them by maple block 
brushes. By imposing a high tension 
on these wooden brushes and running 
the machine at its normal rated speed 
the desired temperature for seasoning 
will usually be found to be easily ob
tained. It may also be heated by ex
ternal sources, but due to the inability 

to heat uniformly in this way. the 
former method will ordinarily be found 
to be preferable. 

Undercutting Commutator Mica-All 
standard commutators have the mica be
tween bars undercut -.\-inch. After 
grinding or turning a commutator, the 
undercutting should be cleaned out and 
the edges of the bars scraped to remove 
burrs. It is particularly important that 
the edges of the bars be weD rounded. 
Failure to do this has caused machines 
to buck on sudden changes in load or 
when the circuit-breaker opens. 

If it is necessary to re-undercut the 
mica due to grinding or turning the 
commutator or due to wear after long 
operation, this may be done with a hack 
saw blade held between suitable guides 
or, more conveniently and accur.!tely 
with motor-driven circular saws. 

Care of Commutators-The ideal ap
pearance of a commutator surface is 

FIG. 23-SECTION OF COMMUTATOR SnOWING 3V TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION 
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a polished dark brown or chocolate 
color. Such a commutator needs no 
attention other than to be kept clean. 
Use of oil, grease, vaseline, or so-called 
commutator compounds will gum up 
the commutator causing a deposit of 
carbon and metal dust on the surface 
and particularly in the undercutting that 
may cause "burning" and "flashing" . 

Sparking at Direct-Current Brushes
Some sparking under the brushes on 
modern high-speed commutating ap
paratus should not be construed as dis

creditable performance. The personal 
element involved in the interpretation 
of satisfactory commutation makes the 
subject a difficult one for reaching agree
ment in many cases. An effort to arrive 
at some common basis of reasonable 
commutation requirements has accord
ingly been made in the 1925  Standards 
of the American Institute of Electrjcal 
Engineers. Under paragraph 5-254, 
successful commutation is defined as 
follows: "Successful commutation is 
attained if neither the brushes nor the 
commutator are burned or injured 
in an acceptance test or in normal service 
to the extent that abnormal maintenance 
is required. The presence of some visible 
sparking is not necessarily evidence of 
unsuccessful commutation." 

Sparking may either be due to me
chanical causes or electrical causes. 

The usual causes of sparking from me
chanical faults are: 

(1) Rough commutator, due to high 
bars, high mica (if commutator is not 
undercut,) flat spots, or rough edges of 
undercutting. 

(2) Vibration, originating in brush 
rig. 

(3) Unequal spacing of brushholder 
bracket arms. 

(4) Incorrect setting of direct-cur
rent brushholders too far away from 
commutator, or misalignment of the 
holders on the bracket arm. 
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(5) Incorrect brush tension. 

(6) Brushes sticking in holders. 

If the sparking is due to electrical 
causes, it will be seen to vary appreciably 
with load changes on the machine. The 
more common electrical causes of spark
ing met with in operation are: 

(1) Brushes on all arms or on part of 
the arms incorrectly set with respect to 
neutral points. 

(2) Brushes of wrong composition or 
resistance. 

(3) Incorrect adjustment of commu
tating-pole winding. 

(4) Non-uniformity of main or com
mutating-pole air gaps. 

(5) Hunting-In this case sparking 
will be periodic, corresponding to fre
quency of oscillation of armature. 

These are the more common causes, 
but sparking may be due to an open cir
cuit or loose connection in the armature. 

If sparking occurs that cannot be ac
counted for by overloads or other service 
conditions, wrong adjustments, or me
chanical defects, an experienced engineer 
should be consulted to determine the 
cause and remedy. 

"Bucking" or "Flashing" between 
arms of opposite polarity is caused by 
excessive voltage generated in the coils 
short-circuited by the brush or between 
adjacent commutator bars, or abnorm
ally low surface resistance on the com
mutator between adjacent brush arms. 

Westinghouse Synchronous Converters 

Any condition tending to produce poor 
commutation increases the likelihood of 
"bucking". Bucking is usually caused 
by the following : 

(1)  Rough or dirty commutator. 

(2) A drop of water on the commu
tator, from the roof, leaky steam pipes or 
other source. 

(3) Sudden change of alternating
current voltage due to disturbances on 
the high tension distributing system, in
duced by lightning, switching, short-cir
cuits, etc. 

(4) Excessive overloads or short-cir
cuits on the direct-current side. 

(5) Frame or betlplate grounding. It  
is  necessary that the resistance from the 
machine frame to the station ground 
should be of such a nature that the cur
rent incident to an arc from the commu
tator to one of the grounded circuits 
should not be of a sufficiently appreciable 
value to cause damage. See grounding 
machine frame under "Application and 
Protection" heading. 

"Bucking" or "Flashing" Remedies
If flashing continues after the first two 
possible causes have been eliminated the 
trouble will usually be due to causes ex
ternal to the machine. If alternating
current line troubles are in evidence the 
converter can usually be protected as in
dicated under the heading "Adjustment 
of Protective Devices". If this does not 
remedy the trouble the high tension line 

disturbances must be eliminated or re
duced to a minimum. 

Flashing can in most cases, especially 
on railway converters, be traced to ex
cessive overloads usually caused by 
short-circuits. The only way to correct 
this is to protect the converter from these 
short-circuits. This can often be ac
complished by increasing the resistance 
in the feeders. A readjustment of ma
chine and feeder breakers will very often 
improve results. Experience has shown 
that the majority of flashing troubles on 
converters are due to external local 
conditions which must be corrected be
fore the flashing trouble will be elimi
nated. 

Collector-Care should be taken to in
sure the true running of the rings. If 
only slightly roughened, the rings can be 
trued up with sandstone and sandpaper. 

It is partiCUlarly important to main
tain the trueness of the collector rings 
when using the metal-graphite type of 
alternating-current brush as any spark
ing will cause rapid wear of the brushes. 

Sparking at A l t e r n a t i n g - C u r r e n t  
Broshes.....:..Sparking. when i t  occurs in 
regular operation, is in general caused by 
imperfect contact between brush and slip 
ring. This may be due to:-

(1) The introduction of dirt or par
ticles broken from the edge of the brush 
between the brush and the ring. 

(2) Lack of free movement of the 
brush in the holder either because of too 

PIG. 2S-CROSS SECTION OF A SMALL CAPACITY SYNCHRONOUS CoNVERTER 
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tight fit, or cramping due to too loose 
fit. Brushes may stick in the holders 
because of the collection of copper dust 
between the brush and the holder. This 
dust may conduct sufficient current to 
fuse the dust to the brush and the bmsh 
to the holder. 

(3) Incorrect brush spring pressure. 

(4) Rough or untrue co11 ector rings 
which cause momentary separation be
tween the brush and the ring. 

(5) Vibration of collector rings, 
brushes or brush supports which also 
causes a momentary separation. 

(6) Incorrect setting of brushes on 
the rings. 

(7) Incorrect setting of the brush
holders. 

(8) Excessive current density due to 

overloads. The mechanical contact is 
never perfect and high current density 
will cause sparking with brush fits whkh 

would be accurate enough for normal 
densities. 

Lubrication of Collector Rings- If the 
proper grade of alternating-current brush 
is used on a converter, there is sufficient 
graphite in the metal-graphite brushes so 
that no lubrication of the rings should be 
necessary. 

Repairs 
Ordering of Renewal Parts-Renewal 

parts of any standard Westinghouse con
verter may be secured. To avoid mis
understanding always give the serial 
number and S. O. number if available, of 

FIG. 26-BANl)lNG TOOL-OPEN 

Westinghouse Synchronous Converters 

the stationary or of the rotating part of 
the machine, as the case may be. The 
numbers will be found stamped on the 
nameplate or on the end of the shaft. 
When material for coils is ordered, it 

should a lso be stated whether Of not in
sulation for the winding is also desired. 
Specify renewal parts as far as possible 
by name as per .Figs. 3 and 25 .  

Rebabbitting Bearings� The old bab
bitt should first be melted out and a 
suitable mandrel prepared . Split bear
ings should be babbitted one·half at a 
time, and the mandrel should consist of a 

half-cylinder with shoulders running 
along its length on which the sides of the 
bearings may rest, so as to form a close 
fit when the bearing housing is in posi
tion for babbitting. Pieces of felt should 
be placed between the ends to prevent 
the babbitt from running into the oil well 
in the spaces back of the bearing shell. 
Use only the best babbitt metal. The 

melted babbitt should be poured in the 
gate until it begins to overflow, and a few 
moments should elapse before it is re
moved from the mandrel , in order that 
the bearing may become quite hard. The 
bec1.ring housing should then be bored or 
reamed to the proper size, the holes for 
inspecting the working of the oil rings 
drilled, and the oil ring slots melted or 
cut to the proper depth. The finishing 
can be done with a file. If the mandrel is 
a smooth half-cylinder the oil grooves 
should be chipped out. The grooves m,lY 
be cast by properly designing the man
drel. 

Repairs to Insulation-If a defect de
velops in tte outside of a field or arma

ture coil, it can sometimes be repaired by 
carefully raising the injured wire or wires 
and applying fresh insulation. More ex
tensive repairs should not be attempted 
by inexperienced or unskilled workmen . 

Sectional Bands-Large converter 
armatures are provided with sectional 

bands instead of the more familiar con

tinuous bands, greatly facilitating the 

repair of large armatures. 

Figs. 26 and 27 show the tool used in 

connecting and disconnecting sectional 

bands. 

To make the final connection between 

the free ends, after the different sections 

have been keyed together into an open 

hoop and are in position on the armature, 

place the tool as shown in Fig. 26, the 

two jaws gripping the projecting ends of 

the fixed pieces l et into the ends of each 

section for this purpose. With the tool 

in the position shown in Fig. 26, bring 

down the handle to the position of Fig. 

27, forcing the movable jaw forward 

along the beam and interweaving the 

loops on the section ends. Insert the steel 

pin A in the holes through the movable 

jaw and bec'lm, and with the tool damped 

in this way, remove the handle and ad

vance it to the next hole in the beam. 

This operation is repeated until the ends 

of the band are interlocked sufficiently 

to permit  the steel key piece B to be in

serted (see Fig, 26). All that remains is 

to remove the tool Hnd paint or shellac 

the joint. 

To remove the band, reverse the pre

ceding process. Relieve the tension on 

the joint by tightening the band with the 

tool and then drive out the key piece. 

Caution 
In soldering connections use an acid 

that will not act on the insulation or the 

copper; an alcoholic solution of resin is a 

suitable soldering flux. 

In soldering commutator connections 

do not allow bits of solder to drop down 

where they may short-circuit commuta

tor bars. 

FIG. 27-BANl)ING TOOL-CLOSED 
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TVestinghouse Synchronous Converters 

RENEWAL PARTS 
Repairing 

Repair work can be most satisfactorily accomplished at our Works, or nearest Service Shop. Howe\'er, interchangeable 
renewal parts can be furnished, as listed below, to customers, who are equipped for doing repair work. 

Recommended List of Renewal Parts 
The following is a list of the renewal parts and the minimum quantities of each that should be carried in stock. These 

are the parts most subject to wear in ordinary operation and to damage or breakage due to possible abnormal conditions. 
The maintenance of such stock will minimize service interruptions caused by breakdowns. 

Synchronous Converter 

T otal number of units up to and including . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ' . .  , . . . . . .  . . . . . .  , . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . , . 1 "  " " , 5 
Recommended 

For Stock Name of Part 
Nt>. Per 

Unit 
Rotary Parts 

Armature c011- ( 1  Set) , . . . . , . , , . . , , . . . . . . . , . . . . . .  , , , , . , , , , , . , , , . , , , . , . , . . , . , 1 Va 1 
Necessary rewinding material for above , , , . , " " " " . " " " " " " " " " " " . " 1 set 1 set 

1 ** 
2 scts 
1 ** Main field coil. , ' , , , , " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " 

A-C, brush-(l Set) . .  , , , , , , . . , , , , . .  , , , , , , , , ' , , , , , . , , , , , . ' , , , , , , ' , , . , , , , . , , , , 1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
4 

1 
Ys 

1 

2 
Va 

2 
A-C. brushholder-( l  Set) , , , , " " " " " " " " "  " . ' , " " " ' , . , " " "  
D-C. brush-( 1  Set} , . , . "  , , , , ' , , , , . ' . , , , , , , , , , , , , , . , , ' , , , , , , , , , . , , , ' . , , , , , , , 

H 
2 

D-C. brushholder- ( 1  Set) .  , , , , , , , , , , ' , , . ' , , , , , , , , . , , , , . , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , � 
1 Bearing , ' , , , , , , . , ' , ' , . , . ' , , , , , ' , , . , , , , . . , , . , , , . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . ' . , . . . . 

Oil ring . . . .  , ' . , , , . . , , , , . , , , , , , , ' , , , , , , , , , , , ' , , , 2 4 
Booster Parts 

Armature coil (1 Set) , , , , . , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , . , , . . .  , . , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 
Necessary rewinding material for above " " , ' , ' , , , ' , , 

1 
1 set 

Va 
1 set 
t 

1 
2 S('t, 
t Ma in field coil , , , , , , , . , , , . , , , , , , , , , . . . , , , , . , , , , 

* 
*Nu mber ner unit varies with type of machine 

"On fabricated machines, indude pole also, 

Mechanical Speed-Limit Switch Governor 
Mechanical Speed-Limit Switch 

Total number of units up to and including, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , . , , , , ' , , , , , , , , , , , ' , , , , , , , , , , 2  , . " " , . 5 
Ref, 
1'0, 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
6-a 
7 
8 
9 

10 
1 1  
12 
13 
14 

Name of Parts �':;irer 
Recommended for Stock 

Switch box, , , , , . , . , " " " " " , . ,  " "  , , " , ' , . , " " ' , . , " " " ' , ' , '  " ' " 1 , , , , , , , . , 0 ,  , , , , , , " ,  0 
Switch box cover, ' . , ' , , , , , , , , , , , . , . , , , , , . , , ' , , , , , , . , , . , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , . , 1 , " " " , 0 " " " . , , 0 
Contact plunger " " " "  , , . , " " " " " . , " " ' " , , , ' " " , , " " "  " " " , . " 1 " " " "  , 0 " " " "  , 0  
M icarta insulating ,plate , , ' , , , , , , , , , , ' , . , , , , , , , , , , , , ' , , , ' , ' , , , , , , . , ' , , ' , ' , , 1 , , , , 1 ,  , , , , , , , , 1  
Fibre switch base , , , , , , , , , , , . , , , ' , , , , , , , , , , , , , , " . , . " " " , 1 " " " " , 1 " " " , . ,  I 
Contact spring (Large) ,  , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ' , , , ' , . , , , , , , , , , ' , ' , ' , , , , , , , , , 2 ,  , , ' , . .  , , 1 , , , . , , , , , 2  
Contact spring (Small) , , , , . .  , , , , , . , , , , , ' , , , , , , . , , , , , ' , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 2 ,  , , , , , , , , 1 , ' , , , , , , , 2  
Micarta insulating tube, " " , ' , " " , ' , . , " " " " , , ' , " " " " " , . " " . " " 2 " " , , ,  , 1 " " " " ,  1 
?vlicarta insulating tube , , , , , , , , , , . , , , , ' , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , . .  ' , , , . , , , ' , , , . , , ' . , , 2 , , 1 , , , , , ' , , , 1 
Switch lever" " . ,  " , , , , , ' , , , , , .  , , , , , , , , , , . , , . , . , , , , , , , , ' , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 1 ,  , , ' , . , , , 0 ,  ' , ' , ' , , , 0  
Hinge pin for switch lever, . , ' , " " , ' , " " " , " ' , " " " " ' , ' , ' , " " " ' , ' " 1 .  " " " , 0 " " " " ,  1 
Spring for switch lever" " " ,  , , " , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , . , , , , , ' , , , , , , , , , . " " " " , 1 " . " " " 1 " , . , , , . , 1 
Spring post" " , , , , , , , , ' , " , . , , , , , , , , . ,  ' , , . , , , , " " " " " " " " " , . " " " 1 " . , , , . ,  . 0 ,  , , , , , , , , 0  
Flat spring for switch lever, , , , . , , . , . , , , , , , , , , , . . . .  , , , , , , , , , . ,  . , . " . , " " , 1 . " " " "  1 , , . , .  " ,  1 
Insulating bushing , , ' , , , " " . .  " " " " " " " " " " " " " . " " " " " . " " , 2 " " , . , . ,  1 , , , , ' , . , , 2 

Governor for Mechanical Speed-Limit Switch 
Total number of units up to and including" , ' , , , , . , , , . , , , , , , , , , , , " , , , , . , , , . . . , ' , '  " " 2 . " , , , . ,  , 5  

Ref. 
No, 

2 
3 
4 
5 
7 
8 
9 

10 

Name of Part 
No, Per 

U nit Recommended for Stock 

Governor case , , , , . , , , , , , . .  , , , , . , . , , . , , , ' . , , , , , . . . .  , ' , ' , , , , , , .  " " . " . , . , 1 " " " " , 0 , . " . , . , , 0 
Headless set screw , . , . , . , , , , , , , . .  , , . , . .  , . , , , , , . , . . .  , , , , , . , , , , , . , . ' . . . . .  , . , 2 ,  , , , . .  , , , 0 , ' , , , , , , , 0  
Governor lever . .  (Brass ) , , , , , . .  , . , , , , . .  , , ' , " ,  , , . , , , , , , , , , . , , , , , , , , , . 1 , , , . , , , ' , 0 ,  , , , . .  , . , 0  

g�:�a�f;:t�pri;;g .
'
, ', , : : : : : : : ' : : : : : : , : : : : " ' : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : } : : : : : : : :  : � : : : : : : : : : � 

Guide" . " , . . .  " " , . , . " . " . , . " " " " , . , . "  . .  " " " , . ,  . .  " " " " " " " ,  1 . " " " ,  , 0  . .  " " , . , 0  
Steel washer, , ' , , , ' , , , , .. , , , , , , , . , ' , , , , . , . .  , . .  , ' , , , , , , , , , . , , , , , , . , , , , . , ' , , 1 , ' . , , , . .  , 0 ,  . .  , . , . , , 0  
Headless set screw , , , , . , , , , , , . .  , , , , , , , , , . , , , , . , , , , . .  , , , , , , , , . .  , . , ' . , 1 ' , , . . .  , . , 0 .  , , , , ' . , , 0  

Ordering Instruction 
Give the complete name plate reading and name the part. State whether shipment is desired by express, freight or bv 

parcel post. Send all orders or correspondence to the nearest Sales Office of the company. 
. 
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fiG. I 
Star to Delta 

Star to Delto 
fiG. (j 

Westinghouse Synchronous Converters 

Iis. l. 
TIIO PhaH j¢ �i-e 

00 

� 
t::�_V Rllnnmq �. Neufrti • 

180� II: 

Rllnnm<J Y. 
� $wikh 4f Q dun"" 

'!i�ont�iit� 
TIIO Phase 4 miY (or 
Rofdry CgnwrlN an 
Thrw "",1'11' 0. C. Sy.slPm. 

FiG. J. 
Three PhaSfl 

ThrH' Phose 

FiG. 4. riG. 6 fiG. 6. 
lkANSFORMER CONNECTIONS FOR SYNCHRONOUS CONVERTERS. 
SELF STARTING FROM THE AL TERNATING CURRENT SIO£. 

The IO� specified d,..· ApplWl'mt:de "-lues for h'tthl)' Conyerfer 
delivtJl"ll?tf 'OIf'W!cr Currenr m fJO() W:lII$, excepr In Fig. 2 dna Fig. 6' 
/Ynlch glw fhe Approxlmd1e VOlfdtJe {or t:I Rohry Converic>,. qn 
124-P50 Ioblt TnrH Wire 0. C. System. 

flG.e 
Delta to Delta 

Delta to Delta 
fiG? 

PIG. 28-TRANSFORMER CONNECTIONS 

fiG. 4 fiG. 5 
Delta fa Delta to 

Six PhOse Diametrical Six Phose Douole {)elta 

Delta to 
Six Phase Diametrical 

fiG. 9 

RunnitJ4 
0.110 Nti.l Oefl4 Nat 

Delta to 
Six Phase ()ouble Delta 

fiG. I() 

Three Pha�e 
to Two Phase 

fiG. /I 

TRANSFORMER CONNECT/ON FOR SYNCtfRONOIJ,s CONV[flTlfl,s SELF STAflTlNG FROM TtfE ALTt:nNATING CURRENT SIDE. 

The Volloqes specified are Approximate VoluQS for Converter deliverint; Direcl Current 
at /lOa Volts. exceN in Fit; J anCl Fit; 8 which (Jive the Approximute Volfdqe for a flO/dry 
Converter on 125-250 Volt Three Wire .system. 

MUlIODS 01' CONNlCTINIJ TRANSFORMt:.I1S FOR POL YPlIASl TRANSFORMA TIONS. 

PIG. 29-TRANSFORMER CoNNECTIONS 
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Westinghouse Synchronous Converters 

I PhdJe Incom
ill,Lille. 

/' '3  

OIJCOlllleclilltj SWllc/Jes.-_·"'OJ 

�o� �Ps.�---��1 

011 Circoit 8reoker:'--....1000!� 

Liq/Jlnim; 
Arrester 

Correll! Transformers. /lole:-JwllclJlJplfrtl (O/J/J
eclio/J.J tire .JhoWIl tJ.J 

Power TrofJslbrmers.---'O<..�.·: viewRtlltom rl'tJr 01 
,�.rt='f"IHI-t .r- 2b /Jolfrtf. 

Slorllll, ,-- I -Pot. TrOllS. 
Ponel.......:----:t:+4:1. H'=--:::�,:-.C�.2c� 
!Pr!Ie, DoolJleThro f lold lllscflorqe 
Knife SWilc/J, . Resistor 

���:;,�,�I N�@�SWffm 
[tj SWItCh. 

Series field'---Hr't 

Ollerspeed oeVlce.� � 
Clrc{/ll Open/Il,. I\.i � � 

! Plk7se Syn. COIlVlJrter 

�o:e���r.Circoll �!J!t.L._ '-:r -,!Ofl!ll �/_,_" 
r �U.t(Co,l · . 

Aoxp/ory Swl/cll I � ./J I/?IM ! . I l/fet. I i I . [)-c. 
Ammeler ShOll/; 

. i AtlXiliol'ySwilc/J. rr==:::j::::::::� 

Vol/meter SWItch . 
flJSe 
Sill(jle PoIe,SI!7tjle . 

Throw Switch. i 
/?esislollce. 4 f 

� Ground 

F,G. 3Q--2,PHASE. INCOMING LINE AND 2-PHASE. SYNCHRONOUS CONVERTIlR. SELF-STARTING FROM THE A-C. SIDE, 600-VOLT. D·C. RAILWAY SERAICE 
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lIo/e.-JWI/clibodrd Conn
ecliof/s dn?J!loWf/ as 
vlRWed !rom redr % (}tlrd 

Westin.ghouse Synchronolls C01werters 

3 Phose incommg Lifle 
1 2 3  

f}/seoflnecbi1g �_ 
Sw;{clies '1 U 

--

W i;�:;;;� 

==3A=w=5�e�&;s=====I�t�1t==========c.=�=· =E;=====:3j 
Dlscoflflediflll SWltcli_ II! Arrdflljemenl llslfIg /ligli vO//(JIj�e I It 

over CIlITefil Relays If! place of 

t;urrCfJ/ TrQflsformer- --- - ..,df fq .lrj 
111 Circw/-8reQffer:-- ------- IillmJnt TrIJns 3 

ZO'Lr '-<iJ fUse 
Power Tr(Jf)Jformer.--- -· � j Vo/tolle 

Transformer 

r"""=+f.+""'" Cf:':P3b 
J-Pole, IJoU/J!e-Tlirow,_t+t--l"""::':"'==::mm f(mte Swilcli. 

2-Po/e. IJo{JlJle-Tlirow 
field IJf.5cliorqe SWI/cli. 
[tl. /(flifeSwl/c/}.--tTt-' 
Field Oiscll. Res. --;::-U1:i�m!�!t7=��::::;:j!��W��� 
CommlJMlifig f7eld.-1Kt����� 
Senes fjiJ/d.--�r--t"�� �

;=::::7� 
r ' ?A 

I 

6-Plio.5e JYf! 

I
-q Shllflf field {] 

"Oflver/er. 
Lfe 4d Je .,}<I 

OverJf]eed O:::vice Note lho! the over current {rlf] cOlIs 
CirCUIt Opening. � areOlTllffed wliefl lJsif19 over current 

reloys os shown above 
Smqle Pole Carfiofl Ponel #0. 3 Ponel No 2 Ponel No.! CirclJlt BreaKer 

",:-,--�-:-:t'-"'"'-'-;;; .... -..,-;:-- T- -"1----, 
Resls{(J(Ice -�lr��!Jy . ' I RVA. ! ! ' 
AiJx SWlfc/) ---+--- '"Ai! fief. . • ! 
OverCUmJnt Trip ! A!.Ix SWlldi l 
Ammeter Shunt 

S/!/Ij/ePoie. Siflt/le 
Tllrow Mlfe SWlteli 

Reverse Cllrrefl!.../L_'.,_ 
Relay 

ReSistors 

Cd 

FIG. 3 1-3-PHASE U:'<GROU>:OED "EUTRAL I>:cOM!>:G LI>:E. STEP DOWN TRA:'<SFORMERS AND 'i-PHASE. SY:'<CHRONOUS CONVERTERS. SELF-STARTl"G FROM 
THE A-Co SlOE. OPERATING 1:'< PARALLEL. 6OO-VOLT. D-C. RAiLWAY SERVICE. REMOTE MECHA"ICALLY CO"TROLLED OIL CIRCUIT-BREAKERS 
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Westinghouse Synchronous Converters 

Note:-Sw;tch/;()(Jrd COIlII
eel/oils are show as 
Viewed from rear of board 

3Phose IIJC{YTI
illqLine 

123 Phase Rota/ion J,2,3 

�Liqlltllif14 
aSCOllllt'ctillqSwst tl W AlTester 

Cholre Coils 6d. "'" J/hJse Bus 

4fOC:lz------\-��f����������[��=:=:j � 
If' Shull! Trip Call, ' Trip.free Relay i '  

COlltro! PClIIel I Over Current T 
TripCoils P 

����� COIll7t'mms mr 

3PoIe /JouIJ/e Throw 
Knlle $wltcll --J-I-L 
ZPole /JouIJ/e Throw 
field Switcfl their ot-+++--+-�UfO��� 
/;()(Jrd type 
[q SWIM ,---<I 

field Di5ChRes'--;+u��m�¥J===i��m� 
Commutatif14 field f":t:t=:=fijJ=:::.J 
Series field 

USlflq over-current d:J/.elays in place of 
r-""'-l-.j..koS 3 (o:urrent traIlS And Trons. rFfll1==wt� '30 Trip Coils. 

7-'---t--Neqalive Switcfl 
ZPo!e dod/JIe tllrow tid sw 

Sillqie Pole Carflon Pdnel No. 3 Pa!IeI No 2 Ptmel No.1 Circuit Breaker ��--'-=", ::::;,::--"t:;,""",,�i ;t=-+-';'-""""-+'" ,�Coi/l ' -- � --'""'"""""til. Ammeter Cpnfro! I Over Currellt Trip -+-H�4i ' SIlunt 
Ammeftr�--+4�� 

1 ........ .-ttI--l+1-Sinqle Pole SinqleW-H�fMr� Throw kfllfe Sw 
Reverse 
Current Relay 

C: D( VM, 

FJG . .1 2·-,3-PUASE If'\("OM1NG LINE A � D  6-PHASE SY�CHRONOUS COSVERTERS. SELF-STARTING FROM THE A·C, SIDE, 600�VOLT D-C. RAiLWAY SERVICE 
ELECTRICALLY OPERATED OIL CIRCUIT-BREAKERS 
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Westinghouse Synchronous Converters 

Pilose ROlullon /,2,3 

3-Ph(Jse Incomin(j Une 
123 

Olsconnectmq Sw!lches ----------"'.,.'I'1 

ChoKe COlIs -----------"tQ)I 

3Pole Smqle Throw, 01/ Circuit BretlKer ---�. 

Curre,?t 1ivnslormers ----------.: 1 

Power Transformers ----.-----.. ��v:"!'�Y! 
Commutotinq field -----""""" 

�a�fi�d -------� 

#eqf1tlVe SWItch -------

[4 SwItch ------l-..l.t:: 
Pedestal 

Vm SWItch ---1'-11:;:; 
Au%. Sw. on kn. Sw. t-I ilc='f-t-H-I--.......J 

Liqhtninq 
Arrester 

� Gd. 

Stnqle Pole AIlSw I Rewroe Cu�mL· �t=�������um����� Re/(fY L 

FIG. 33-3·PHASE, UNGROUNDED NEUTRAL INCOMING LINE AND 6-PHASE SYNCHRONOUS CONVERTER, SELF,STARTING FROM THE D.C. SIDE, 6OO.VOLT 
D·C. RAlLWAY SERVICE 
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Westinghouse Synchronous Converters 

.J PI7(lse Incom � 
mg Lme. 

Phuse Holollon I, 1.3. 

Olsconnecllnq SWI!ches -----"7�,j 

Choke Coils.-------�Wl 
0" DrC{)l1 Breaker 

Curren! Transformers ----....>o..J 

Power Transform(Jrs --� ... 

Lighlninq 
Arrester 

� Ground 

lIole:-Jwllcl!tJ(}drt/ {()!Jg. ech'ollJ dlt' YJIJJYIl d.f 
yiewM /rom redr 01 
IJodrti 

{'fifes 

S!(Jrllflg Panel rr==fl��.k �zc 

.JPoIe. S. T Kntfe Swilch 

[q Knife Swi!ch.---t-H-irl"if 

o 
Potl?ntio/ 
Transformer 

O�-""""'1-NegtJlive Knife 
5 Phdfe Synchronous 
Conver!er----.. 

��5tt1�SW.�IIJlJ. 
r;:t:tt:=t-""tltlt4-:::.3 oiPZb 

Commutq!inq field 

Series field: 

Oyerspeer/ lJeyice.----=�;__f 
Ct'rcUII Opening, 

Shunt field 
PlJase Slarl

n{j Motor: 

o-c vm. 

[ 
v.v. ! 011.1 ttIJltmeter 

Switch �����F=====m=� Overcurrent 
j Trip Coils 

Reverse Cur 'ent 
J?ek;y � 

.� 
J I Oround 

FIG. 34--3·PHASE UNGROUNDED NEUTRAL INCOMING LINE AND A 6.PUASE SYNCHRONOUS CONVERTER, STARTED BY A 6.PUASE STARTING MOTOR (SELF 
SYNCHRONIZING METHOD) 600-VOLT D-C. RAILWAY SERVICE 
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Westinghouse Synchronous Converters 

PhQse Rotation 1.2.3. 

JPllase Incomintj 
Line 
I 

OisconneC/ln9 Swl?clies- ----"":I�U 

Choke Cot/s------"""<PIIQ) 

O# (ffcv4 8maker-----1� 

Cvrren/ Transformers----""1 

Power TransformerJ. --... 

L/(llitnIflQ 
Arrester 

"'iF tid. 

Note, -Jwi/chO{)drt/ (on
nections are s/Jown (IS 
viewet/ from rfIJr 0/ O{)drd 

Slorllnq i12I1e/� tH-c:c;:::;:�:nslbr�r 
J�k��k�mw.Kmk I Ht������ 
SWI/ches, ' 

field /Jiscll(Jrtje (Inri 
Reversing Switch, 

��!!!I 
NefjQtive /(nife Switch 

(j PIl(Jse SltJrlinq 
Series field. Molor. 

-

Commv/t//ifltj field. 2'\? Shlln/field. 
� �Gro{}ntf Ov�rsp�ed Oo�ice 6'P!J(}se Syn. Converter A 'fie! No.2 Panel No.1 CI(C{}IIOpenmq. 

' - ' �'-'-'-'T '-'--'-'-'-

AVxibQrrSwqc� 
+ I u.v. . 

C(JrbonC/revl? Coil I 
Bn(}ker. I 

Vol/meIer 
SWItCh L. 
Single Pole Jtnqle 
Throw, Swl/cll. 

i 

FIG. 35-3·PHASE UNGROUNDED N EUTRAL INCOMING LINE AND A 6-PHASE. SYNCHRONOUS CoNVERTER, STARTED BY A 6,PHASE STARTING MOTOR 600-VOLT, D·C. RAILWAY SERVICE 
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Westinghouse Synchronous Converters 

3Ph(Jse Out�oifJg Line 
123 

Phose ROI(Jlion /,23. 

Disconnectinq Switches ----"00.> 

Ch�e �H--------��liW 

3Pole Oil Circllit Breaker 

Current Transformers 

Liqhtninq 
Mester 

fllses 

�

§Ia 

___ ----...,'l...Voltaqe TrofJsfonner 
Comm field------'Io"'" >tL----+---Shunt field 

���==:LJLOmr��dDew� 
[x�ftr ----------� 

Pedestal -----

Starling 
Switch 

Circuit O/Jeninq 
1--1--+-- be. Shunt field 

'+-+-1-1--- Comm field 

{)-C Vm 
1�L!:;::t�gl�t:.:;SynchroniZing 
I I ,  VI/. Lamps 

Resistor 
Field Transkr Switch 
Cur. lim. Resistors 

2 Way Voltmeter Switch 

Synchronizing Switch 

FIG. 36-600.VOI.T. D·C. LINE ASD 6·PHASE INVERTED SYNCHRONOUS CONVERTER. SELF,STARTING FROM THE D·C. SIDE, SUPPl.YISG A 3,PHASE UN. 
GROUNDED NEUTRAL OUTGOING LINE 
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Westinghouse Synchronous Converters 

Phose Rototion'/'2,3. 
Note:-SwitchlJotJrd con
nections are Shown as 
viewed from rear of board 

3-PhtJse Incoming Line 
/2 

/Jisconnectint; Switches -------"'� .. ·II 

�Me �tls ------------�u� 

Otl Circtllt Breaier ----"""I 

CUmfflt ifMsrom?ffS ------� 

JPhase PoWIJI' Tronsformer --

StartmtJ Panel 

2Pole IJouble Throw 
Kntfe Switch -----+----� 

2 Pole Double Throw rl":1�-+--F/eld IJischorqe Sw 
, 

Resistor ------H--=-t.t.��·�H- � 
Commutotinq field \,--+--++' 

Series field ....---+++--JPhose Syn Converter 

h�$� SMN fi� 

Circuit Opminq 
Sinq/e Pole Overs peed /Jevice 
Knife Switches 

[q. 

DC.5hunt 

��*D 
V 

Oi.sc . .,5w. 
�5 • Line 

D.C.COtII. " NP Source. 

:::::: D.C. 
"'=''-----'9t-�VM. 

uv. --H--U-_ l:E==:lr=K-:Ii-'ir';';", Coil 

FIG. 37-3-PHASE, UNGROUNDED NEUTRAl. INCOMING LINE AND A 3-PHASE SYNCHRONOUS CoNVERTER, SF-loP STARTING PROM THE A-C. SIDE. 1200 TO 1500 /.w." VOLT, D-C, RAIl-WAY SERYICE .,' 
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Westinghouse Synchronous Converters 

Car: C,r: Bkr. C . 
� D . .  Shunt. D'5C. SW. 

A �'------.;�·���������������C�--:�� - �rrn� 
>y IK 
RV.A. 5w. Drum Develop 
0(( Pos. Pos.#l Pos.lft' 

I(ole '-JWlleliboard (onn
eel/onS are sliown (JS 
viewed from rMr of board 

J f/J(Jse /ncomin(j 
Line. � � �  

� � � Off Name Plate ,@, 
F.v. 

12J Phose Rotation 1,2,3 � 
OlJconnec/lf7? JWltclleJ�tt '�:J�;r; C C 

Off 

D.CControl Source. : __ --- Choke COlIs Ground 
Dr/Jm Oevelopment 3. 

Con trol Sw 
� �� Oil CIrCUIt 8reoker·------t 

� ·ll£........D o 
= 

Nt1me Plat�. 
Current Tronsformers ·eOffC'\. 

� 
FY 

Vol {meier 5w. Off 
: � '� rfI : q.,t� �  rn .6.50 ' 
� �7+ ; 

Na_�r;II1I� 
4 , 

J e 

Rheos / a l s  

R VA.11 

rm M "V�l<;
rt-t+-"'
�!h �

'-'-+
� !-----;::--L-'�H-H 

! L¥J U �� A Start No I COf/-If Ijlh Ie ";:: l!: � � � !:! verIer (;rs/ 
Jenes field 

, - -1 
Corbon CirCUl1 8reoker--+-- I 
Sifl!Jle Pole, SlfJqle Throw SWIi'ch+---.. 
Supplied onlv on Purchosers...J .... 1 JpeclftCotlOf7S [q1 

Commulotinq field 
Ie 

JPo/e D T 
I Startiflll Sw 
. ?Po/e IJJ 
I !(fllfe SWitches 
Olscl7orqe 

i Resistonce 

Commutot!f71] 
field 

FIG. J8-J-PHASE. UNGROUNDED NEUTRAL INCOMING LINE, AND Two 6-PHASE SVKCHRONOUS CONVERTERS, SELF-STARTl:'\G FROM THE A-C. SIDE , OPER 
ATING I N  SERIES, 1 200 T O  ISOO-VOLT, D-C. RAILWAY SER\'ICE 
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Westinghouse Synchronous Converters 

Phose Rolollon t 2.3 
3·Phllsl.' IncOfTltn(j ltne 

/23 

Disconnectinq Switches -----�,. 
ChOke Coils -------�"'<VlQ) 

3 Pole, Smqle Throw. OilDrCIlil 8reuler 

SttJrtinq Ponel -----.. 

4Pole Oouole Throw 
SpeCIa! Sttlrtinq Sw;----+H--+---==�:rT'7-zlJ 

lIvhtntnr) 
Arresler 

O�d� �n. �nwrur--�������---�dd� f!�d 

OverS/Jeed iJevice Series field 
Drcwe Openinq Ammeter Shunt 

/Iuul,or'f SWlld> 

=� 

,I rltler U;l1t79" Cot! 

CIJfI1I1IIJ/I {rip 
werCurrent Tri ���j;WJ=====�tl o'c Vrn. 
peW/meter Swdch iHr-"-t--H.....!.,11I 

OverCUrrent 
Reloy 

Reverse 
Current -t-1i-HI-4H+--.I.Jr 
Re/qy 

/I",,,hor'l Swl!d1 
lIt/der I/o/luge Cot! 
Over ClIrrent 

-..iii'iij----t-Trlp COlIs 

PIG. 39-3·PHASE UNGROU"DED NEUTRAL INCOMING LINE AND A 6·PHASE COMPOUND-WOUND SYNCHRONOUS CONVERTER. SELF-STARTING FROM THE A-C. SIDE, SUPPLYING A 125-250-VOLT, 3,WIRE D.C. SYSTEM 
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Cur. Trans 

AuK. Comm. Rd 
Senes Comm. Fld. 

Carbon 
Ciit:lIit 8rea/rer 

Ammeter Shunt 

Voltmeter Sw. 

Fuses 

Westinghouse Synchronous Converters 

Sequence 
Inter/oC/(inr; 

'Relalj ���z�\\ 
0c 

=t=====JcControIBu5 

Y�=�;--8ooster field 
Senes Comm. Field 

Circuit Opening 
l.&--++t--rt-Overspeed Device 

Vector lIela tions 
3 "'\ XS X6 '\ ? X4*Xf 
2 . X3 X2 Primary Secondary 
3 Starting X5 "\ 

C>' :*:: 
c Primary X2 

Secondary 
Running 

----...Owr Current Relavs 

Under IIoltoge Rehv 

O"C Vm. 

• Bock of &ard 7flpe 
of Reid SWifch. 

�:t:=:::;,m-Aeld Disch. Res. 

'fF.=�RrrT line Breaker Control Sw. 

Indicatinl} Lamps. 
Knife Swifch-+---,"", 

Reverse Curren! 
He/tly 

These I?twersinq J<heos 
alT mecnanicolly 
connected 

�;;: 

'> , 
.. '" 

ll��fJHUH�M.f!J.otor Starting Control Switch 

FIG. 4O�J-PHASE UNGROUNDED NEUTRAL Bus AND A 6-PHASE SIIUNT WOUND SYl"CIIRONOUS BOOSTER COl"VERTER. SE!.F-STARTI:<G FROM THE A-C. SIDE 
(H.T. OR STAR DELTA METHOD) SUPPLYING A 270.VOLT, 2·WIRE. D·C. SYSTEM 
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I rest il1�//(I1l SC .";Yl1r/i ronolls COl/verter s 

3-P/lose lne(;mmr; Lme 
123 

Phose Roltllton /,Z,J Iff-�uvblmnv 
�ArreS{er 

Choke Colis --- --�----·······�--_J.a)1 '" 6d 
3Po/� Sinqle Throw, Ot! Circuit Breaker 

(ilrrent lhlllsformers� - -------.....4 

V �����""'---- Power Transformer, 

��F==rr��§i�� 

Potenttal Transformer� 

Special four Pole,IJotJ/J1e /�rt+--'--==':";�'7 
Throw /(nife SWitch / 

!Jack of iJoard type of field switch 

125","'1-+-- field IJischarqe Resistor 
"--H+t+l-

rltt�g;ttf'fL..-tt-- 6' Phase Booster Syn Converter 

field 
----Series Commutatintj field 

Series Commutatinq field '5 1<:.:> . . ...... _--!fain SIllJnt field . ",, "-' � If\J ��Il .ri /In · f' . /l . 
Au%. CommlJtotin? field � � uvers/Jeeu UfiVlce {,lrCIl/! u/Jenlnq 
2Po/e Carbon _ _ Panellv(}£.__ 

=c;;-
Jl1nel #01 

C!relJl! Breaker :!:. + ... • AlJtlllary SWIICh

. 

! 
Over Curren! Tri/T Resls/or 

AI1. under /loltaqeeoll IJ-C 11m. 

Resistor --+-' 
Reverse Cl/rrem==�_� ���_��� 
Relay 
Reversinq /?i,w.-_, � 
&cMflka� ������ 
Cmneded 

2112L ZJ 21 ZH ZC Z{) 

. BIrr Aux Sw 
�[quipment Oll oil circllll 

I breaKer coverplate 

Over Current Trip Coils 

FIG. 4 1 ·- 3�PHASE ti�{;RtH '�nED ::\ E\lTRAL, I�cOMI:-;:G LIKE A:\"D A 6-PHASE, SUtJNT \\'�OCND SYNCHRONOUS BOOSTER CONYERTfl:R. SELF" StARItSG FROM iHE 
A-C. S,DE (LT, M ETHOD) So;PI'LYI"G A 135-270 VOLT. 3-W 'RE D-C. SYSTEM 
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